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Executive Summary
The current document summarises the application and validation of the tools and methodologies
developed and tested within the DESTINATE project. DESTINATE is short for “Decision supporting
tools for implementation of cost-efficient railway noise abatement measures”. Deliverable 4.1 has
its focus on cost efficiency, interior noise simulation and source characterisation. Auralisation and
visualisation demonstration is subject to deliverable 3.2 (DESTINATE, October 2018). This
document is a direct follow-up on deliverables D2.1 (DESTINATE, July 2017) and D3.1 (DESTINATE,
June 2018) and the interested reader is strongly advised to read up on the methodologies and
requirements comprised in those deliverables.
Chapter 1 gives an introduction of the project and of the topics specifically targeted. The main
aim being to develop methods and tools to support the decision making process to reduce railway
noise and enhance acoustic comfort in a cost-efficient way.
Chapters 2 to 4 of this deliverable are separated into three parts according to topics. These three
parts address the validation of the cost-efficiency modelling tool, the validation of the interior
noise model and the testing and verification of source characterisation methodologies, which were
part of Work Package 4.
Part I (chapter 2 respectively) investigates, whether or not the CBA (Cost Benefit Assessment)
methods proposed in D3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018) represent a valid tool for decision support in
the different cases treated in DESTINATE. These cases are pass by noise in view of legal
requirements, pass by noise perception, depot noise, ground vibration, and interior noise. They
are introduced in chapters 2.3 to 2.7. Validation examples are presented in chapter 2.8. Finally,
chapter 2.9 gives recommendations and conclusions. A complementary tool to support decisions
on noise mitigation measures that was developed in the project is presented in chapter 2.10. A
new approach for subjective appraisal of interior noise was tested in the project. The results of
this pilot are given in Annex 1.
Part II (chapter 3 respectively) is focused on the experimental validation of the interior noise
model developed and explained in D3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018). This model is based on OTPA
(Operation Transfer Path Analysis) and is capable to simulate the interior noise. For validation
purposes, measurements were taken in a TramLink in Gmunden (Austria). These are compared to
measurements taken in Valencia (Spain) during Work Package 3 in a very similar Stadler tram. The
changes in the design and in traffic scenarios are accounted for in the model altering the transfer
characteristics or input signals.
Part III (chapter 4 respectively) focuses on validation of methodologies for the characterisation of
sound sources, both airborne and structure-borne. Section 4.1 present the results of the
verification of in-situ structure-borne sound source characterisation for an HVAC-unit on a tram.
In section 4.2, the characterisation of airborne sound sources is applied to different vehicles and
situations. These situations include different tracks, surroundings and speeds.
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1 Introduction
The acronym DESTINATE stands for “Decision supporting tools for implementation of cost-efficient
railway noise abatement measures”. DESTINATE is a project funded by the Shift2Rail Joint
Undertaking (S2R JU), a European Union’s Horizon 2020 initiative. The members of the S2R-JU are
not represented in the consortium carrying out the DESTINATE project, as it is a non-member
project.
The DESTINATE project is carried out by a consortium of eight partners from 6 different European
countries representing a well balanced mix of skills, expertise and stakeholders. It is coordinated
by TU Berlin. The research and innovation project focuses on methodologies, techniques and tools
to support cost-efficient railway environmental noise reduction and enhance acoustical comfort
for passengers. DESTINATE is linked to its complementary Shift2Rail JU member project FINE 1
(Future Improvement for Energy and Noise) coordinated by Bombardier Transportation.
The project’s main objective is to enhance railway sound quality through improving identification
of cost-effective solutions through a set of effective and reliable techniques, methodologies and
tools, and assessing the usability of new technologies for railway Noise & Vibration (N&V) control.
This objective can be divided in five major technical objectives:
1. Develop an improved methodology and algorithm for assessing the cost-effectiveness of
noise mitigation and sound design including human perception.
2. Develop a novel simulation model of interior noise, based on operational transfer path
measurements.
3. Identification of relevant source and sub-assembly input data for noise simulation and
development of a systematic methodology for source and sub-assembly characterisation.
4. Development of auralisation and visualisation of noise scenarios to support the
demonstration of mitigation methods’ efficiency.
5. Analyse and assess the effectiveness of new noise control technologies on noise proof
windows.
In this deliverable, objectives 1 to 3 are treated. Auralisation & visualisation demonstration
(objective 4) is the topic of D3.2 (DESTINATE, October 2018). Objective 5 is treated in D2.1
(DESTINATE, July 2017).
Figure 1 presents the structure and the technical work packages (WPs) of the project. These WPs
have been structured on a time basis along the project lifetime and the technical topics have been
distributed across the WPs in order to achieve the above mentioned objectives. The last work
package WP4 “Validation and Application” has received the research results from preceding WPs
and its aim is to validate the developed tools and methodologies.
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Figure 1. DESTINATE project structure
The work done by the partners in WP4 has resulted in the present Deliverable 4.1 “Validation and
integration of proposed solutions”. The report includes the work of the three tasks in WP4:
•

Task 4.1 Validation of improved cost-efficiency modelling tool for N&V mitigation measures

•

Task 4.2 Experimental validation of interior noise model

•

Task 4.3 Validation and application of source characterisation methodologies

These tasks have led to the distribution of the present deliverable into three parts according to
the topics.
Part I investigates, whether or not the CBA (Cost Benefit Assessment) methods proposed in D3.1
(DESTINATE, June 2018) represent a valid tool for decision support in the different cases treated
in DESTINATE. These cases are pass by noise in view of legal requirements, pass by noise
perception, depot noise, ground vibration, and interior noise. They are introduced in chapters 2.3
to 2.7. Validation examples are presented in chapter 2.8. Finally, chapter 2.9 gives
recommendations and conclusions. A complementary tool to support decisions on noise mitigation
measures that was developed in the project is presented in chapter 2.10. A new approach for
subjective appraisal of interior noise was tested in the project. The results of this pilot are given
in Annex 1.
Part II is focused on the experimental validation of the interior noise model developed and
explained in D3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018). This model is based on OTPA (Operation Transfer Path
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Analysis) and is capable to simulate the interior noise. For validation purposes, measurements
were taken in a TramLink in Gmunden (Austria). These are compared to measurements taken in
Valencia (Spain) during Work Package 3 in a very similar Stadler tram. The changes in the design
and in traffic scenarios are accounted for in the model altering the transfer characteristics or
input signals.
Part III focuses on validation of methodologies for the characterisation of sound sources, both
airborne and structure-borne. Section 4.1 present the results of the verification of in-situ
structure-borne sound source characterisation for an HVAC-unit on a tram. In section 4.2, the
characterisation of airborne sound sources is applied to different vehicles and situations. These
situations include different tracks, surroundings and speeds.
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2 Part I: Validation of improved cost-efficiency modelling tool
for N&V mitigation measures
2.1 Introduction
The ratio between cost and benefits of an intervention is the key parameter to support decisions
about the preferred method and the required extend of noise control or noise mitigation. Here a
simplified example may be helpful:
A railway line is planned along a small settlement of 10 dwellings located between 50 and
100 m from the track. There is a legislative requirement that a certain sound exposure
level shall be respected. This requires a substantial noise reduction, which can only be
achieved with a noise barrier, located along the track. Without a barrier, the only
remaining option is to install soundproof windows, an option that is allowed under the
legislation. The 10 dwellings are distributed such that there are 6 in a cluster, and 4
isolated buildings. Cost benefit considerations are then applied to support the decision
that a barrier is built to protect only the 6 clustered buildings. Soundproof windows are
installed in the 4 buildings that are in an isolated location.
In DESTINATE Deliverable 3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018), part I introduces a tool for cost-efficiency
prediction of N&V mitigation actions under realistic conditions.
The current deliverable is intended to investigate, whether or not the proposed CBA methods
represent a valid tool for decision support in the different cases to be treated. A series of cases is
proposed in FINE 1, D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018), where they are indicated as “traffic scenarios”. These
cases are submitted to the test on the applicability of CBA methods. Where the conclusion is that
CBA is not feasible, work around methods are suggested.

2.2 Traffic scenarios
2.2.1 FINE 1
Deliverable 5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) of the FINE 1 project (a draft at the time of writing this report)
provides basic scenarios combining rolling stock and infrastructure on the technical-demonstrator
(TD) level of Shift2Rail, to allow further creation of traffic scenarios and to allow setting and
monitoring of specific noise reduction targets during the duration of the programme.
The approach is to build scenarios based on the existing work on the so-called system platform
demonstrators (SPD) of S2R and other previous projects such as Roll2Rail. This is done by collecting
noise-relevant infrastructure, running conditions and rolling stock parameters in the first chapters
and assigning a combination of them and the SPDs to the TDs of S2R.
The result is a list displaying the TD-SPD interdependencies with added information about the
responsible contact persons of the TDs and the FINE 1 project, to facilitate the collaboration
during the monitoring process.
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During the process it became clear, that the number of suggested scenarios should be kept to a
minimum and the ongoing collaboration between FINE 1 and the S2R TDs and IPs must be facilitated
and kept up, which is why a list of contact persons for each noise relevant TDs is included in the
final table.
The objective of task 5.2 of FINE 1 is to create a baseline for N&V scenarios based on the SPDs,
which will later be used in three ways:
1. In tasks 5.3 and 5.4 of FINE 1 WP 5 to define the state of the art and future targets for
interior and exterior noise.
2. In tasks 6.1 to 6.4 of FINE 1 WP 6 to define traffic scenarios for exterior noise, which will
serve as a reference for the evaluation and monitoring of the noise effects at the end of
the activities of S2R Work Area 5 planned in the S2R MAAP.
3. For an exchange with the DESTINATE project (S2R-OC-CCA-03-2015 – Noise reduction
methodologies).

This task of FINE 1 was intended to identify combinations of N&V scenarios to be considered, i.e.
a combination of infrastructure, running conditions and rolling stock details for the 4 S2R SPDs
(high speed, long-distance passenger trains, regional and freight).
In FINE 1 D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018), chapter 3, the following Use Cases are defined, which comply with
the noise problems that Shift2Rail wants to address:
1. Exterior noise during pass-by of railways for different pass-by speeds and track conditions:
This is the standard case when it comes to railway noise and consists of the overall noise caused
by different trains at different speeds on different tracks. These pass by’s add up to what is
commonly experienced as railway noise, which is often primarily rolling noise.
2. Exterior noise during parking and stand still of trains in stations and storage sites: the noise
created by auxiliary units dominates for parking vehicles and especially at night citizens living
close by are annoyed as the noise level varies e.g. once the trains start to preheat for later
operation.
3. Ground vibration caused by pass-by of railway traffic in different track sections: This use case
becomes more and more important especially with the growth of cities and their public
transportation infrastructure. E.g. many trains operate underground within the metropolitan
area and cause vibration in nearby buildings. But vibration is in the focus of residents along
surface railways as well.
4. Interior noise for passenger comfort (external as well as internal sources): Passenger comfort
becomes more and more important with higher standards in other modes of transportation.
People work, have phone calls or sleep, so that rattling or rumbling noises should be avoided due
to their potentially high annoyance. In addition, entering or leaving tunnels which usually
happens in an aperiodic manner can create annoyance due to shock waves at very high speeds.
Also riding in a tunnel can increase the noise in the train due to reflections on the tunnel walls.
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In addition, chapter 4 of FINE 1 D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) defines three different Noise Types, viz.
•

Internal (also called interior) noise (inside the train)

•

External noise (close to a track)

•

Ground vibration (mostly inside a building close to the track)

2.2.2 Interpretation by DESTINATE
In the DESTINATE project, the above requirements have been interpreted and detailed further as
follows:
1. Exterior noise during pass-by of railway vehicles for different pass-by speeds and track
conditions: This is the standard case when it comes to railway noise and consists of the overall
noise caused by different trains at different speeds on different tracks. These pass-bys add up
to what is commonly experienced as railway noise, which is often primarily rolling noise. For
the purpose of DESTINATE, a distinction is made between two applications for exterior pass by
noise, viz.:
a. The application of legal requirements and restrictions, generally with the objective to
comply with certain limit values. These values are generally expressed as A-weighted,
long term average sound pressure level, Lden. Lden is the harmonised European standard
indicator for environmental noise. The purpose of the mitigation is to comply with the
limit values. Indirectly the objective of the legislation is to limit the impact of railway
noise on the health of residents.
b. The noise as perceived by the residents, either inside their house or outside at their
premises. Focussing on the contribution from the railway to their total environmental
noise, specific sounds may stand out as particularly annoying. In general, these are the
sounds that attract or require attention, such as tonal sounds (as in curve squeal, brake
screech or warning signals at level crossings), impulsive sounds (as in running through
rail joints), specific frequencies (as in low frequency noise from steel bridges) and
speech (as in loudspeaker announcements). The contribution from these sounds to the
overall exposure level is often irrelevant, but their contribution to the perceived
annoyance may be substantial.
2. Exterior (also called environmental) noise during parking and stand still of trains in stations
and depots. An exceptional and specific case, not treated in detail in DESTINATE, is the noise
from shunting yards. In terms of legislative requirements, depots and shunting yards are
considered to be sites of industrial activity, often with legal limit values both for the long term
average (Lden, Lnight) and the maximum (LAmax) level. Here we make a distinction between:
a. Rolling stock (multiple units or series of coupled carriages or wagons) moving on the
site, for the purpose of being located somewhere for servicing or staying over, for
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composition or decomposition. The moves of the rolling stock include starting, idling,
rolling, braking (including venting compressed air) and stopping.
b. Rolling stock standing without moving, for the purpose of service or parking. The
operation condition may include idling; heating, cooling or ventilating; power
transforming (e.g. from overhead line power to 220 V AC power for vacuum cleaning);
compressing air. For both of these operation conditions, a range of different equipment
may be in operation either constantly or intermittently.
3. Ground vibration caused by pass-by of railways in different track sections: This use case
becomes more and more important especially with the growth of cities and their public
transportation infrastructure. E.g. many trains operate underground within the metropolitan
area and cause vibration in nearby buildings. But vibration may be generated by surface lines
as well. For the purpose of DESTINATE two different cases are distinguished:
a. Ground borne noise, which is audible noise in a frequency range from 20 to 250 Hz,
caused by vibrational energy transmitted through the ground and through the structure
of the building where the noise is perceived.
b. Vibration, which is sensed as shaking or vibrating of structures (usually floors) in touch
with parts of the body; vibration from trains occurs in a frequency range between 1
and 100 Hz.
4. Interior noise for passenger comfort (external as well as internal sources): Passenger comfort
becomes more and more important with higher standards in other modes of transportation
(particularly private cars).
The above 4 “traffic scenarios” are defined in more detail in the following chapters 2.3 to 2.7. To
this effect, details from FINE D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) have been incorporated.

2.3 Legal requirements for pass by noise
2.3.1 Parameters, indicators and assessment methods
For the validation exercise of a case where the exterior pass-by noise should be controlled, the
following parameters apply:
Traffic parameters:
All of the 5 rolling stock types as specified by FINE 1 in table 3 from D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018). This table
is repeated here as Table 1. The rolling stock types are specified in more detail in this report in
Table 2.
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Table 1. Quoted from FINE1, D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) (table 3)

Table 2. Rolling stock as used in the DESTINATE validation
Intensity (numbers of trains
Pass-by duration

per hour, in day-, eveningNumber

Type

Speed

Length

and night period)

of 1 train in 50 m
distance

Day

Evening

Night

1

High speed EMU

300 kph

1

0.5

0.125

200 m

4 sec

2

Intercity coaches + loc

200 kph

2

2

0.5

200 m

6 sec

3

Regional EMU

80 kph

2

2

0.5

80 m

10 sec

4

Urban EMU

80 kph

4

3

1

80 m

10 sec

5a

Freight wagons + Loc; 50%

120 kph

0.5

0.5

0.5

740 m

27 sec

120 kph

0.5

0.5

0.5

740 m

27 sec

silent
5b

Freight wagons + Loc; 100%
silent

For category 5, freight trains, a sub-categorisation is applied; depending on the percentage of
retrofitted wagons in the European fleet. According to reliable estimates, this percentage is
currently around 50%. This is taken as category 5a. However, S2R is a project that looks into the
future, i.e. the next decade or more. It is expected that in about 5 years from now, almost 100%
of the European freight wagons will have been either retrofitted or replaced by new ones. In other
words, about 100% will be “silent” wagons, with the exception of wagons complying with one of
the rules of exception that are currently defined. This refers to for example wagons with tyred
wheels, wagons operating on a “quiet route” only, or wagons operating in Scandinavian countries
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under severe winter conditions. Assuming that these cases will represent a small percentage of
the European fleet, category 5b is taken as 100% “silent” wagons.
For the computation of the exposure level of trains passing by, a constant speed is assumed. This
is one of the options from table 2 of D5.2 (FINE 1) (FINE 1, 2018). For reasons of completeness,
this table is repeated here as Table 3.
Table 3. Quoted from FINE 1, D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) (table 2): Running conditions for rolling stock.

Infrastructure
The reference infrastructure characteristics are assumed to be ballasted, straight track with
relatively stiff rail pads. For the rail roughness, 2 values will be assumed, viz. smooth (ISO 3095
minus 5 dB) and standard (equal to ISO 3095 (ISO 3095, 2014)).
For the vertical alignment, three options are assumed, viz. track at ground level, on an
embankment or in a cutting. As a cutting, here a 45 degrees slope is considered at both sides of
the track, and the track itself is assumed to be 5 meters below local ground level.
No bridges or tunnels are assumed.
The above assumptions comply to a part of the parameters to be varied according to FINE 1
D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) table 1, which is included here for reasons of completeness as Table 4.
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Table 4. Quoted from FINE1, D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) (table 1): Infrastructure parameters that may
affect noise.

Indicator
The indicator for the assessment of the effectiveness of mitigation measures is the reduction of
the noise exposure level, expressed as the difference of A-weighted day-evening-night levels (Lden
value; alternatively, Lday or Lnight might be chosen) between the situation with and without the
mitigation measure. This is sometimes called insertion loss, expressed in dB. Note that the basic
indicator for this assessment is the noise level outside at the façade of the concerned residence.
The reflection of sound by the façade itself is ignored; it is only the incident noise we are
interested in. This is consistent with the legal indicator in most EU countries.
Assessment method
The noise levels are calculated, using a standard commercial software (Geomilieu) using the
current Dutch calculation method (RMG2012). The railway line is crossing an imaginary section of
a city, presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Geometry of the case study for exterior noise. The blue line on top is the railway line.
The numbers represent dwellings. There is a total of 250 receiver positions, representing 500
addresses. The dwellings vary in height. More details are presented in chapter 5.
2.3.2 Mitigation measures
Typology of measures
In order to comply with legal limits, mitigation measures can be envisaged either at the source,
in the propagation path or at the receiver. As mentioned before, the application of soundproof
windows is omitted in this validation. Therefore we consider only measures at the source (i.e. at
the rolling stock or at the track) or in the propagation path.
Another important distinction should be made between measures taken for new lines or new rolling
stock on the one side and measures taken as a refurbishment of existing lines or existing rolling
stock. In general, the possibilities for noise control are more diverse for new situations than for
existing situations. For example: a track in a cutting can only be considered when designing a new
track, not as a means of retrofitting an existing track which is at ground level. Similarly, reducing
the number of axles (e.g. by applying Jacobs-bogies) can only be considered in the design phase
of a new vehicle, not as a retrofit. Moreover, thanks to the fact that adaptations of an existing
design can be avoided, noise control at a new vehicle is less costly than at an existing vehicle.
Scope
Usually, in railway noise issues, it is stressed that a system approach is essential. Track and vehicle
are components of the wheel-rail system and noise is generated by their interference. This applies
to rolling noise, which is the dominant mechanism for railway noise at operational speeds, with
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the only exception possibly for high-speed traffic. If the scope however is a single group of
dwellings that need to be protected against railway noise, then vehicle related measures are not
considered a relevant option. The reason is that, in order for a measure to be effective, all vehicles
of a certain rolling stock type that are likely to pass these dwellings would need to be treated.
For the infrastructure, only a short stretch of track would have to be treated. A decision on
whether to treat the infrastructure or the vehicles passing on this infrastructure therefore would
encompass the whole fleet of vehicles and the whole network where this particular rolling stock
is likely to be operated on. This approach has been followed in the early studies (e.g. STAIRRS,
which had the whole of Europe as a scope area) backing the decision to retrofit the European rail
freight fleet. The alternatives then were either to retrofit the entire fleet or to build hundreds of
kilometres of noise barriers. The decision issues treated in DESTINATE refer to a limited scope of
specific cases along the track; the largest scope would be an entire new line. This limited scope
leads to a limited range of noise mitigation options to be considered.
Options
An important restriction of the type of measures to be considered is the fact that the effectiveness
of each measure needs to be assessed with the same computational method. There is only a limited
number of mitigation measures included in the existing method. These are
•

Acoustic rail grinding,

•

Tuned rail absorbers, also known as rail dampers

•

Noise barriers, possibly extended with diffracting devices at the top edge

Apart from these more or less obvious alternatives, FINE 1 defined scenarios in D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018)
relating to exterior pass by noise. These are the following:
a. Running constant speed of SPD 1, high speed rolling stock, particularly referring to the
running gear (bogies),
b. Running constant speed of SPD 2, regional train, particularly referring to an optimised
track system,
c. Similar to b) focusing on the next generation track system,
d. Running constant speed of SPD 4, freight, particularly referring to wagon design.
There are more options in D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) referring to different SPD and different operation
conditions. The table 4 from D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) is repeated here for reasons of completeness as
Table 5.
Currently there is no further information with respect to the above measures. Therefore, they are
not included in the validation carried out in DESTINATE.
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Table 5. Resulting scenarios (SPD category and operation condition) quoted from Table 4 in D5.2
(FINE 1, 2018) of FINE 1 (modified presentation)
Technical demonstrator

Main Noise and Vibration scenario

TD 1.1

SPD 3 Urban, starting (EM)

interior

SPD 3 Urban, starting, (cooling)

exterior

Traction system

case

TD1.2

Car body shell

SPD 1, High speed 300 kph

interior

TD 1.4

Running gear

SPD2, Regional, 160 kph

interior

SPD 1, High speed 300 kph

exterior

TD 1.5

Brake system

SPD 2, Regional, braking

exterior

TD 1.6

Doors and access systems

SPD 1, High speed 300 kph

interior

TD 1.7

Train modularity in use

Treated separately

TD 3.1

Enhanced switch and cross

Treated separately

TD 3.2

Next generation Switch

Treated separately

TD 3.3

Optimised track system

SPD 2, Regional, 160 kph

exterior

TD 3.4

Next generation track system

SPD 2, Regional, 160 kph

exterior

TD 3.5

Proactive, Bridge and Tunnel

Treated separately

TD 5.1

Freight electrification

Treated separately

TD 5.3

Wagon design

SPD 4, Freight 120 kph

TD 5.4

Novel terminal, Hubs

Treated separately

TD 5.5

New freight propulsion

SPD 4, Freight, starting

exterior

exterior

Discussion of options
Rail grinding was discussed in D3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018) as a way to maintain a smooth rail
head surface. Acoustic grinding was introduced in the DB network (high-speed lines) as a way to
monitor the regular growth of the rail roughness and to respond to an excess of certain limit
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roughness level by grinding the rail. The grinding is sometimes carried out with special techniques,
such as lower speed of the grinding machine and reciprocating longitudinal movement of the
grinding stones instead of lateral rotational movement. It was concluded that, on average, the
rolling noise level could be maintained at a value, which is 3 dB lower than the level obtained
with normal curative grinding. The gain applies only to rolling stock with smooth wheels, in other
words it does not apply to freight wagons with cast iron brake blocks. The main cost elements of
this intervention are the cost for monitoring, the cost for the grinding contractor and the cost of
the increased rail wear (shorter life cycle of the rail).
Rail dampers are applied in several networks as a means to achieve small reductions of rolling
noise. The impact of rail dampers is obtained from an intended increase of the so-called track
decay rate, i.e. the reduction per meter distance of the travelling wave propagating through the
rail from the wheel-rail contact point. The track decay rate is high for rails that are firmly fixed
by stiff rail pads; the track decay rate is lower for rails that are more loosely fixed by softer rail
pads. In networks that tend to apply stiff rail pads (e.g. the SBB network) the impact of rail
dampers is almost negligible; in networks that apply softer rail pads (e.g. the SCNF network) the
impact of rail dampers may be substantial but still small: around 2 to 3 dB.

Effectiveness (insertion loss) of raildampers
10
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Figure 3. Insertion loss (difference between without and with rail dampers) for a Rheda slab
track with pass by of a Traxx Prio locomotive at 160 km/h (from (TNO Report 2013 R11091, (in
Dutch), February 2014)).
Noise barriers have been applied to protect adjacent buildings from railway noise since the early
1980-ies. In the early years, the height of the barrier (this is usually given as the height above rail
head) was limited to 100 or 150 cm. Today, noise barriers up to 6 m or more can be found. The
core of the barrier are the panels, that can be made of almost any material: most often steel
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boxes or concrete panels, but also transparent glass panels, plastic boxes, wood, masonry,
gabions, and others can be found. The material should be close to air tight (to prevent leaking of
sound from one side to the other) and heavy enough (expressed as the surface mass in kg/m2) to
represent sufficient transmission loss. For railways, it should be prevented that sound reflects
between the train side panel and the barrier (the so-called canyon-effect), which is achieved
either by cladding the panels with sound absorbent material or by inclining the panel inward or
outward by about 20 degrees to the vertical.
Decisive for the effectiveness of a noise barrier is the location of the diffraction edge (i.e. height
above rail head and distance to the nearest rail) relative to the locations of the source (wheel rail
contact line) and the receiver (according to standard 1 m in front of the exposed façade,
preferably at the window of the first floor or higher). This geometry decides the detour between
the direct sound path from source to receiver and the indirect sound path that travels over the
edge. A sharp edge is more effective than a blunt edge or even the top of an earth berm. Sound
diffracting at the edge may reach the receiver even when the receiver is in the shadow zone. This
diffraction is more efficient (so lower insertion loss for the barrier) for low frequencies (long
wavelengths) than high frequencies (short wavelengths). Behind the barrier, in the shadow zone,
the remaining noise has a larger low frequency content than the original sound emitted by the
source. Attempts have been made to affect this diffraction effect at the barrier’s edge, by adding
resonating or absorbent devices or even T-tops. Note that for a T-top the diffraction edge changes
place, which may partly explain the better insertion loss.

third octave band level dB

2 m barrier effect
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40

third octave band frequency
Hz
without barrier

with barrier 2 m over railhead

Figure 4. Third octave band spectrum of pass by noise, 25 m from the track, 3.5 m high, various
freight trains passing with speeds 85 – 100 kph, with and without a barrier of 2 m height. High
frequencies are reduced better than low frequencies (from (Müller & Möser, 2003)).
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Cost elements
Main cost types for rail dampers and barriers are:
•

Design and engineering,

•

Legal permits, site preparation, incl. waste disposal:
o

•

Strongly affected by the presence of cables and pipes (for barriers only),

Purchase of the materials:
o

Strongly affected by the type of material,

•

Purchase of the terrain (if necessary; for barriers only),

•

Construction and installation:

•

o

Strongly affected by the fact if installation takes place with traffic,

o

Strongly affected by the soil and the necessary foundation (barriers only),

Monitoring, maintenance and repair:
o

Barriers require very little maintenance. Broken glass due to molest is usually
replaced after some time, graffiti is removed only in case it is considered offensive.

For acoustic grinding the following cost factors apply:
•

Selection and commissioning of grinding contractor,

•

Monitoring of existing roughness,

•

Grinding cycles and frequency,

•

Reduced life years of rail and early replacement,

•

Cost of taking out of service the track sections to be ground.

2.3.3 Conclusions
The conclusions of this chapter are summarised in the following Table 6. A full cost benefit analysis
for noise control and mitigation measures is currently feasible and in some countries even common
practice. This however is limited to track and propagation related measures. For vehicle related
measures, a network wide analysis needs to be made.
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Table 6. Necessary conditions for the application of a cost benefit based decision support method
for mitigation measures allowing compliance with legal limits for pass by noise.
Question
Can a standardised effect on residents be defined?

Answer

√

Proof
Exposure response
relationships for annoyance
and sleep disturbance

Can this effect be expressed in a generally accepted

√

Lden. Lnight

√

RMV2012, Schall03, CRN, NMPB,

indicator?
Can the value of this indicator be assessed in a standardised
way?

in future Cnossos-EU

Can this value be monetised?

√

Lden→Annoyance→DALY→€

Do effective methods exist to reduce the effect on

√

Barriers, rail dampers and
others

residents?
Can the effect of these methods be predicted in a

√

Included in prediction methods

√

Standardised cost for barriers

standardised way?
Can life cycle cost of these methods be estimated with
sufficient accuracy?

and rail dampers

2.4 External pass-by perception
2.4.1 Introduction
The noise legislation in most countries has the objective to reduce the potential health effects of
citizens by reducing or limiting their noise exposure. The exposure is then expressed as the longterm average A-weighted equivalent level, for example Lden, outside at the façade of the exposed
building.
Exposure response relationships, such as the ones presented for example in the Position paper
(European Commission, 2002), allow predicting, in a given population exposed to noise, the
percentage of people annoyed or highly annoyed, based on the exposure of the entire group. The
higher the exposure level, the larger the percentage of people annoyed. For annoyance by railway
noise, according to (European Commission, 2002), this percentage ranges from a few percent at
Lden = 45 dB to about 50% at Lden = 75 dB. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the Lden exposure
is assessed using the time schedule of the traffic and a standard prediction method.
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The uncertainty is substantial. One of the reasons for this uncertainty is the fact that the character
of the noise people are exposed to may vary largely from one site to another, even if the Lden is
the same. There are different reasons for this variation:
•

Different time dynamics in the sound, e.g. different distances to the track, compensated
by different intensities of the traffic. A high traffic intensity at a large distance may lead
to a situation with almost constant noise, without obvious pauses. A situation close to the
track with fewer traffic may lead to higher dynamics in the sound level and longer periods
of quiet in between passing trains. The Lden may be identical in these two cases.

•

Different level dynamics, for example due to impulsive sounds that stand out of the more
continuous rolling noise. This may occur when a train passes through a switch or turnout,
or passes over a rail joint. Impulsive sounds may also be generated by wheel flats.

•

Different spectral contents, such as tonal noise or low frequency noise. For example, in a
narrow curve, some rolling stock may cause curve squeal, a high level tonal noise (sound
levels of over 95 dB(A) may be generated close to the track), whereas other rolling stock
passes without curve squeal being generated. Tonal noise may also be generated by some
equipment involved in traction or HVAC. Converters and transformers for electric power
are known to sometimes generate tonal sounds, which can be heard during a pass by. Brake
screech is yet another source of tonal noise with a high noise level, occurring during the
braking and hence less relevant for a situation where trains pass by.

Low frequency noise is generated for example in steel bridges. The sound level produced by the
bridge is highly dependent of the type of bridge, the rail fixation and the rail roughness level on
the bridge. Steel bridges, although mentioned in table 1 of FINE 1 D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018) (here Table
4), are excluded from the scope in DESTINATE. Other possible sources of low frequency noise may
be high noise barriers, which tend to screen the higher frequencies in the noise produced by the
rail traffic, leaving the low frequency content almost intact (see for example Figure 4).
These and other sound components, in a larger or smaller extent, are part of the overall sound
indicated as railway noise. They are integral part of the sound that people may observe and are
annoyed by. However, in most of the prediction methods, these particular sounds are missing.
Because of their unpredictable occurrence, these sounds are generally not included in the Lden
resulting from a computed prediction.
This absence may have different consequences:
•

Reducing the rolling noise may cause these sounds to stand out more than before, and thus
increase the annoyance, which is an effect adverse to what was intended.

•

Reducing or avoiding these sounds tends to improve the situation with respect to
annoyance, even though the calculated exposure is not or only slightly reduced.

•

Exposure effect relations based on field studies may show a higher effect at the same
exposure compared to situations where these sounds are not present. Avoiding these
sounds overall could gradually lead to lower effects at the same theoretical exposure.
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2.4.2 Parameters, indicators and assessment methods
The noise observed by people living along the track, be it outside in their gardens, on their
balconies or in their house, is a complex mix of standard sounds like rolling noise and more specific
sounds like the ones mentioned in the previous paragraph. Wheel rail induced rolling noise is the
main source in the standard prediction methods. This type of noise is characterised by its average
A-weighted noise level. For the more specific sounds, there is no standard parameter, no standard
indicator and no assessment method to predict its value.
A direct indicator could be LAmax measured at the receiver position. However, there is no limit
value to comply with for LAmax. Neither is there a standard method to predict LAmax in a new
situation.
A standard definition of tonal noise is given in ISO 1996-2 Annex D (ISO 1996-2, 2007). The presence
of prominent tones in background noises is determined by comparing a one-third octave band’s
SPL to the values in both adjacent bands. The tone decision criteria are: 15 dB level difference
for low frequency one-third-octave bands (25 Hz to 125 Hz), 8 dB for middle frequency bands (160
Hz to 400 Hz), and 5 dB for high frequency bands (500Hz to 10,000 Hz) (Lee, April 2016). The
decision whether a noise contains tonal components requires a measurement and a spectral
analysis of the measured sound. This approach therefore is not suitable for a computed prediction.
Impulsive sound is defined roughly in ISO 1996-1:2016 (ISO 10843, 1997) as “a sound characterised
by brief bursts of sound pressure. The duration of a single impulsive sound is usually less than 1 s.“
Other methods of assessment go for the human response rather than a measurement: the number
of complaints may be a proper indicator for the presence of either impulsive or tonal noise,
certainly when complainers identify the source as such.
DESTINATE proposes a method that allows a direct relation with annoyance, using the method of
auralisation/visualisation with listening panels scoring the amount of annoyance or sleep
disturbance they expect from a given sound or soundscape. The simulation tool, developed by
EMPA within the DESTINATE project, allows simulation of different rolling stock types and different
noise control measures. The scores of the listening panel are to be used as an indicator for the
perceived annoyance of different scenarios. This approach then allows selecting the most effective
measure in terms of annoyance control, which can be used as an input for cost benefit assessment
for each of the considered measures. In the cost benefit assessment method suggested in the
DESTINATE project, the benefit then is expressed as the judgement of the listening panel
compared to the reference situation. The judgement would probably be expressed as a score,
possibly on a 10 point scale. This means that the benefit would not be monetised. The method
however would still allow ranking of the mitigation options on the basis of the ratio of benefit
(panel score) divided by the Net Present Value of the cost of the mitigation option. In other words,
the method would be a cost efficiency method rather than a cost benefit method.
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2.4.3 Sources and mitigation measures
Tonal noise
Tonal noise is produced mainly as curve squeal. Curve squeal is the result of a stick slip
phenomenon occurring in curves. Stick slip in the wheel rail contact is generated due to the
different path length to be covered by the inner and the outer wheel (rotational stick slip) and
due to the difference in the angle of attack between both wheels. In addition to this, the wheel
flange of the inner wheel may touch the rail head, with the contact exciting the wheel into a high
pitch squeal noise. Most of the vibrational energy is radiated as noise by the wheels.
There are various measures possible:
•

Friction modifiers applied in the wheel rail contact may diminish the stick slip. Friction
modifiers may be applied from the vehicle or from the track. Water spraying along the
track is one way to modify the friction between wheel and rail; curve squeal occurs more
often in dry weather than in rainy weather. Track mounted friction modifiers are offered
from Rail Partner Germany, or its partners in The Netherlands, Switzerland and Austria.
With an effective friction modifier, the squeal noise may disappear completely.

•

The cost of purchase and installation of a friction modifying device is approximately 3,000
euro. Annual maintenance may be up to 15,000 euro, including refilling the lubricant.

•

Wheel dampers mounted directly on the wheel are known to reduce squeal noise, but
seldom to remove it completely. Some manufacturers of rail dampers claim that rail
dampers reduce curve squeal as well. There is a wide range of different wheel dampers
with the corresponding wide range of cost. Asymmetric rail profiles in the inner and outer
rail may diminish the stick slip due to the conic wheel being guided into the best path
across the curves. This measure is still in an experimental phase but some experimental
results are promising.

Other sources of tonal noise are:
•

Brake screech, a phenomenon that is similarly based on stick slip between the braking
device (either a brake shoe in disk brakes or a brake block in tread brakes) and the part
that is supposed to be braked (either the brake disk in disk brakes or the wheel in tread
brakes). The phenomenon may be influenced by the brake force applied to the braking
device. Since this interferes significantly with the braking performance and thus with
safety, the options are few. In addition, brake screech occurs in braking zones, i.e.
approaching stations. Brake screech is therefore not relevant for pass by noise.

•

Components of the traction system, such as fans or converters. Usually the rolling noise is
dominant over these tonal noises, certainly at commercial speed. Nevertheless, the tonal
noise may be perceived, even if the level of the tonal component is lower than the overall
broadband noise. Mitigation is an element of the vehicle design, relevant for depot noise
and pass by perception.
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Impulse noise
Impulse noise, perceived by residents, may be either track induced or vehicle induced. Modern
track is in principal continuously welded, but many rail joints remain present, for example in
switches and turnouts, near bridges and viaducts, level crossings, etc. When the wheel rolls across
a joint, a vertical movement is initiated which causes an impulsive noise when the wheel falls
back on the rail head. Sound power levels may range from 115 dB(A) for a 1 mm step-up at 25 kph
to almost 140 dB(A) for a 3 mm step-up at 200 kph (Thompson, 2009), (see Figure 5).

A-weighted sound power level of rail joints
145
140

PWL dB(A)

135
130
125
120
115
110

25

50

100

200

third octave band frequency
Hz
1 mm step up 7 mm wide

2 mm step up 7 mm wide

3 mm step up 7 mm wide

2 mm step down 7 mm wide

Figure 5. Sound power level of various rail joints (from (Thompson, 2009))
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Sound power level due to wheel flats
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Figure 6. Linear sound power level (third octave band spectrum) of wheel and track with and
without wheel flats (from (Thompson, 2009))
Rail joints should possibly be avoided close to residential areas. This is not always possible. The
impact is highly localised, so that the benefit of any measure is very limited (only a few residents
will benefit from any mitigation). A straightforward cost benefit approach would therefore rule
out almost any measure.
Another important source of impulsive noise are wheel flats. Wheel flats occur for example due
to locking of the brakes. Wheel flats cause high noise levels but also high impact loading of the
track, with of risk of damage to track components.
Sound power levels generated by a wheel flat range from 110 dB for a 1 mm wide rounded flat of
86 mm length at 40 kph to approximately 130 dB for a 2 mm new flat of 86 mm length at 200 kph
(see Figure 6).
Wheel flat control systems are mainly intended to prevent damage. Dynamic loads are monitored
in the track and the wheel causing it is identified. Wheel flats are then removed by reprofiling the
wheel.
In contrast to rail joints, wheel flats may have a large “audience”. The wheel flat is taken along
the track by the damaged wheel, and its noise may affect many residents along the track. A
straightforward cost benefit approach, even without exact numbers, is likely to indicate that the
benefits of removing a wheel flat are larger than the cost.
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2.4.4 Discussion
In the previous paragraphs, the main sources and the appropriate mitigation measures have been
treated, in as far as they are relevant for the perception of noise by the residents living in the
vicinity of the railway line. Some peculiarities and similarities can be noticed:
•

We have been focussing on the sources that produce a tonal or impulsive noise. This is
supposed to be dominant in terms of the perception and the effect of annoyance perceived
by the residents.

•

Characteristic for these sources is that a mitigation often has the effect that the noise is
no longer produced or no longer perceivable. This is decisively different from the usual
environmental railway noise, which is dominated by rolling noise (also referred to as wheel
rail noise) – at least at commercial speed. It is probably fair to assume that, as soon as the
noise is no longer perceived, the annoyance, in as far as it was caused by these noises,
does no longer occur. For example: residents are likely to be particularly annoyed by curve
squeal. However, as soon as the curve squeal disappears, for example as a consequence of
a friction modifier applied on the track, the annoyance disappears as well. There is no such
thing as reduced noise from curve squeal. And probably there is no such thing as moderately
annoyed from reduced curve squeal. This implies that the cost benefit analysis can be
rather straightforward and simple: assess the number of people who are likely to perceive
the noise of the particular source, remove the source and compare the cost of removing
the source to the benefit of a number of people no longer annoyed.
Note that in the above approach there is no need to asses, in detail and quantitatively, the
individual exposure level of each citizen. For the benefit, one can assess the Net Present
Value of the cost of DALYs that would be lost by the people who were annoyed before the
source was removed. This benefit must be compared to the Net Present Value of the
mitigation measure.

2.4.5 Conclusion
The conclusions with respect to the applicability of a cost benefit based decision support method
for the perceived noise along the track are presented in the following Table 7.
A full cost benefit analysis, based on life cycle cost of measures and life cycle benefits in terms
of health savings is currently not feasible. The efficiency of various measures could be estimated
based on listening panel judgements. The listening panels would then be asked to judge a
synthesised sound in a virtual reality surrounding. The advantage of that method is that it can be
applied ex ante, i.e. before the measures are actually implemented. This method would have to
be compared with large-scale field enquiries in order to validate it. This however is beyond the
scope of the DESTINATE project. Nevertheless a cost benefit analysis is possible, under the
condition that the benefit is defined differently. It would probably not be feasible to express the
benefit in monetary terms, so the method would be modified into a cost efficiency analysis. The
effect of benefit would be expressed in an indicator reflecting the judgement of the listening
panel.
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The method of counting the number of complaints is only applicable in an ex post situation, i.e.
after the measures have been implemented.
The life cycle cost of different measures can be estimated, although there is little data supporting
the maintenance cost. Measures could then be ranked and selected based on achievable effect
per euro cost.
Table 7. Necessary conditions for the application of a cost benefit based decision support method
for mitigation measures allowing control of perceived noise and annoyance.
Question
Can a standardised effect on residents be defined?

Answer

√

Proof
Different options:
Number of complaints, listening
panel, but also presence of
source

Can this effect be expressed in a generally accepted

√

Judgement score of listening
panel; alternatively VR could be

indicator?

applied to acquire a
standardised judgement
But also: assessment of the
presence of the source

?

Needs to be developed

Can this value be monetised?

?

Needs to be developed

Do effective methods exist to reduce the effect on

√

Friction modifiers

√

Yes, with auralisation or by

Can the value of this indicator be assessed in a standardised
way?

residents?
Can the effect of these methods be predicted in a

total removal of the source

standardised way?
Can life cycle cost of these methods be estimated with
sufficient accuracy?
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2.5 Depot noise
2.5.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with noise from trains in depots. In this context, the word depot is used for a
location where railway vehicles park or stay overnight when they are not being operated. In
practice, a depot may be used to decompose or compose trains; to carry out control, servicing
and maintenance of limited duration and extend; and to park trains. Servicing operations may be
cleaning, both interior (vacuum cleaning) and exterior (wash), small repairs, and others.
Depots should be distinguished from shunting yards, which are large sites where mainly freight
trains are shunted and composed. Although there may be freight trains staying in a depot, the site
is mostly used by passenger trains, both multiple units, locomotives and coaches.

Figure 7. Example of a large depot (here Lausanne central station) in a city centre (photo R.
Walter)
The depot tracks usually include many switches, curves and turnouts to allow trains to be
decomposed and recomposed. Depots are often close to the tracks that are used by passing trains
in operation. The noise from depots however is regulated according to special legislation, which
should be separated from the noise from the normal tracks.
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2.5.2 Standstill
2.5.2.1 Parameters, indicators and assessment
The noise from trains standing still in a depot is regulated first of all by TSI Noise (TSI Noise, 2014).
In article 4.2.1 the limits for stationary noise are defined:
The limit values for the following sound pressure levels under normal vehicle conditions
concerning the stationary noise allocated to the categories of the rolling stock subsystem
are set out in Table 2:
(a) the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level of the unit (LpAeq,T[unit]);
(b) the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level at the nearest measuring
position i considering the main air compressor (LipAeq,T); and
(c) the AF-weighted sound pressure level at the nearest measuring position i considering
impulsive noise of the exhaust valve of the air dryer (LipAFmax).
The limit values are defined at a distance of 7,5 m from the centre of the track and 1,2
m above top of rail.
Table 8. Indicators and limits for stationary noise according to TSI Noise (TSI Noise, 2014)
Category of
subsystem

the

rolling

stock

Electric locomotives and OTMs 1 with

LpAeq,T [unit] [dB] LipAeq,T [dB]
70

75

71

78

EMU’s

65

68

DMU’s

72

76

Coaches

64

68

Wagons

65

n.a.

LipAFmax [dB]

electric traction
Diesel locomotives and OTMs with diesel
traction

1

85

n.a.

OTM = on track machine
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The limit values from the TSI Noise (TSI Noise, 2014) apply to vehicles homologated after November
2014 (and March 2013 for freight wagons). For computations of environmental noise, the sound
power level LWAeq is often used as an indication. For example, assuming a unit with dimensions l x
w x h = 15 x 4 x 6 the maximum sound power level can be estimated as LWAeq ≈ LpAeq,T + 31 dB,
where LpAeq,T is the average value of LpAeq,T over the entire surface S surrounding the unit, and
10.log S = 31 dB.

7.5 m

6m

7.5 m

Figure 8. Definition of the measuring surface around a vehicle, at 7.5 m distance from the
vehicle (geometry is indicative).
In addition to these requirements, environmental limits would apply at the nearest dwellings
around the depot site. Typically, these values would read 40 to 50 dB(A) average level during the
night. Compliance with this limit can be achieved by:
1. Increasing the distance from the dwelling to the parked trains, by optimising the
distribution of louder units over the entire site,
2. Limiting the sound power level emitted by the different units,
3. Directing the source emission of the highest source in the opposite direction, thus making
use of the directivity of the source (for instance when the main machine is located on one
side of the train only),
4. Limiting the duration of the operation of certain sources,
5. Limiting the number of units that are staying on the site,
6. Construction of a barrier between the site and the residential buildings, usually at the
fence of the site.
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Of these options, numbers 1, 3 and 5 refer to the logistics of the site, and are mainly the
responsibility of the site manager. Options 2 and 4 are operational measures under the
responsibility of the operator. There are limited to no possibilities to enforce these, as long as the
vehicle complies with TSI. They can only be implemented based on mutual consent, i.e. on a
voluntary basis.
Comparing the TSI limits with the actual situation at a depot, where trains may be parked at some
20 m from the nearest dwelling, the permit limit would have to be some 8 dB lower than the 7.5 m
limit (assuming that only a single vehicle contributes to the sound exposure at the nearest
premises). With a TSI limit of 65 dB at 7.5 m distances, the permit limit would have to be higher
than or equal to 57 dB(A). Since there are probably more than one vehicles, and the permit limit
at night being in the order of 45 dB(A), one may conclude that the TSI limit is by far not strict
enough to comply with environmental permit limits. This means that additional mitigation
measures are necessary, such as noise barriers.
In table 4 of FINE 1, D5.2 (FINE 1, 2018), (i.e. Table 5 of the present report) there are no options
for stationary trains.
Indicators
The indicators for the application of the TSI Noise (TSI Noise, 2014) have been specified in Table
8 above. For the exposure level limit usually LAeq,24h, Lden, Lnight and/or LAfmax may be applied. In
exceptional cases LAf,peak may be added, particularly for moving trains (for buffering and running
through turnouts).
The assessment of the values for these indicators is usually carried out using industrial noise
modules of standard prediction models, such as ISO 9613 (ISO 9613-1, 1993).
2.5.2.2 Mitigation measures
Clearly, for a stationary rail vehicle, infrastructure is virtually irrelevant. Noise is generated by
equipment in and at the vehicle. It is therefore the vehicle itself that should be treated. Obviously,
passenger trains are dominant here. For stationary freight trains, only the locomotives may be
relevant.
Noise sources are identified for example in the UIC report “Managing noise from parked
trains” (Müller-BBM, 2014).
1. Main power supply, including converter and transformer (from high voltage DC or high
frequency AF overhead wire to low voltage inside), including cooling fans and pumps;
alternatively, electric power may be supplied by a motor generator,
2. Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC); usually the train is air-conditioned before
entering into service, with relevant sources the AC compressor, the cooling fan and the
ventilation air fan,
3. Compressed air supply, with a main air compressor, including air dryer and blow off valve,
4. Other equipment with their cooling fans and pumps.
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The above sources may be located under the train floor, between the bogies, or on the roof of the
train. Grilles and louvres for ventilation are often located in the side panels of the train.
For new vehicles, a modern way of mitigation of source 1 is to supply power to the vehicle from
a main connector near the track. This requires the site to be equipped with a sufficient number
of these external power supplies, with standardised plugs.

Figure 9. Depot at Nijmegen (NL) with fixed power supply units (photo blogspot Nijmegen)
Fans and compressors, including blow off valves, may be silenced with different types of
absorptive silencers.
The design and engineering of these measures requires a clear specification of the necessary sound
power levels and directivity of every source on the vehicle. This process of allocating required
sound power levels to the sources that need a certain share of the total power level in order to
avoid extreme cost for reduction of these sources, is sometimes indicated as “noise budgeting”
and is familiar in the engineering of for example new petrochemical plants.
For existing vehicles, refurbishing is often complicated and expensive. In extreme situations, the
only option may be to park the trains inside a building (indicated as acoustic hall in Figure 10).
In (Müller-BBM, 2014) an estimate of cost and benefits (qualitative only) is presented in figure 2,
which is repeated here in Figure 10.
As indicated in Figure 10, the cost benefit ratio of retrofitting is relatively low. In addition, as can
be observed in the figure, the uncertainty range is large, mainly for the cost, but also for the
benefit. For this reason, in this report, a cost benefit analysis is not detailed further for stationary
trains in depots.
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Figure 10. Graph copied from (Müller-BBM, 2014). Indicative cost and benefits of mitigation
measures for parked trains and moving trains in depots
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2.5.3 Moving trains
Trains move across depots in order to reach their parking spot, or to be composed or decomposed.
The moving occurs with low speed, where traction noise may dominate over rolling noise. For
starting trains, the rolling noise is limited by the TSI Noise (TSI Noise, 2014).
Table 9. Indicators and limits for starting noise according to TSI Noise (TSI Noise, 2014)

Category of the rolling stock subsystem

LpAFmax [dB] at 7.5 m from
center of track and 1.2 m
above rail head

Electric locomotives with total tractive power < 4500 kW

81

Electric locomotives and OTMs 2 with total tractive power ≥ 4500

84

kW
Diesel locomotives with < 2000 kW power at engine output shaft

85

Diesel locomotives with ≥ 2000 kW power at engine output shaft

87

and diesel OTMs
EMU’s max speed vmax < 250 km/h

80

EMU’s max speed vmax ≥ 250 km/h

83

DMU’s with power < 560 kW per engine at the output shaft

72

DMU’s with power ≥ 560 kW per engine at the output shaft

82

Wagons

83

Impulse noise is generated in joints and turnouts, brake pressure blow off and during buffering.
Tonal noise may be generated by certain components of the traction, due to braking (brake
screech) and particularly in narrow curves (curve squeal).
Mitigation measures may consist of:
1. Operational restrictions such as preferred routing, e.g. during the night, or speed
reduction,
2. Rail lubrication (friction modifier) in tight curves,

2

OTM = on track machine
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3. On the vehicle: blow off valve silencers for brakes,
4. Sound barriers between the tracks.
When the movement of the trains on site occurs with low speed (20 kph or lower), the engine
noise is probably dominant over the rolling noise. Therefore, for moving vehicles, measures to
control the noise from transformers, converters, fans etc. may be required.
As in the parked trains, retrofitting of vehicles is an expensive and complex option. For new
vehicles, the limits of the TSI Noise (TSI Noise, 2014) for starting noise may be applied.
2.5.4 Conclusion
With respect to depot noise, the following conclusions apply to the potential application of cost
benefit analysis as a means to support decisions on noise mitigation and noise control. In general
the method is restricted to track related measures (including fixed power supply). For depots
restricted to a specific partial fleet the vehicle related measures could be included. Measures to
the vehicle are applied mainly in newly designed vehicles; retrofitting is expected to be less
effective and more costly. The cost of the measures can be assessed (mostly investment). The
benefit could be expressed in terms of the extent to which compliance with legal limits can be
achieved. A reduction beyond these limits is usually not necessary and therefore should not be
considered a benefit. The method would not be a fully monetised CBA but a cost to effect analysis,
where the “benefit” includes the number of receiver locations mentioned in the permit where the
legal limit is respected thanks to the effect of the measures.
Table 10. Necessary conditions for the application of a cost benefit based decision support
method for mitigation and control measures for noise from depots.
Question
Can a standardised effect on residents be

Answer

Proof

X

No exposure response relationship available

X

See above. Next best option is Lden at the

defined?
Can this effect be expressed in a generally
accepted indicator?
Can the value of this indicator be assessed in

residential façade

√

a standardised way?
Can this value be monetised?

Common prediction methods for industrial
noise

X

No, not as long there are no exposure
response relationships

Do effective methods exist to reduce the
effect on residents?
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Yes: logistics, operational measures,
silencers, enclosures, friction modifiers,
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Question

Answer

Proof
screening. Measures at the vehicle are more
effective in new designs than as retrofit

Can the effect of these methods be predicted

X

No

?

Purchase cost and maintenance cost can be

in a standardised way?
Can life cycle cost of these methods be
estimated with sufficient accuracy?

estimated, mainly for new design

Alternatively the various measures could be ranked based on their effectiveness in terms of
reduction of the total exposure amongst all residents in a given cluster, related to the total life
cycle cost of each measure.
In this case the exposure can be assessed, both ex ante and ex post, by introducing the equivalent
sound power level of all different sources (weighted with the time each source is operating). In
existing situations, mainly measures applied to the track come into consideration.
Summarising, this implies that a limited CBA method can be applied. The benefits are expressed
in terms of reduction of noise exposure and number of residents exposed to it, and the cost would
have to be estimated. For new vehicles the additional costs are expected to be limited.
Possibly the limited CBA method would result in a no go for noise mitigation. However, in a legal
permit situation, this would mean that the particular depot cannot be exploited, which would
imply a substantial loss of capital. In order to avoid this, even expensive measures should be
applied.

2.6 Ground vibration
2.6.1 Parameters, indicators and assessment methods
Rail vibration perceived by residents living along the track is a topic of rapidly growing interest.
The term rail vibration is used for different phenomena:
•

Re-radiated noise or low frequency noise, also indicated as ground borne or structure borne
noise. This is perceived with the ear, within the range of audible sound, but at low
frequencies (approximately 20 – 250 Hz). It is energy that is transmitted through the ground
between the track and the receiver, enters into the structure of the building and excites
the walls, floors and ceilings into vibration that is radiated and can be heard as sound.

•

Perceived vibration, i.e. a shaking of the structure of the building, which is in contact with
the human body, sensed as whole body vibration. Its frequency is roughly between 1 and
100 Hz.
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•

Secondary noise, originating from structural elements being excited to vibrate by the
structure of the building. Examples are doors or pottery shaking or trembling, which could
cause a specific audible noise.

Rail vibration is sometimes causing annoyance and sleep disturbance. There seems to be a relation
to fear of damage to the house, although serious damage is very unlikely to occur in building
structures at usual distances from the track.
There is currently no legislation for rail vibration, but many countries maintain standards or
standardised guidelines. These include a wide variety of indicators, for both vibration acceleration
in m/s2 or vibration velocity in m/s of the vibrating surface, or dimensionless indicators like kB or
logarithmic indicators like Lv [dB]. Many guidelines define both maximum rms values and long term,
more or less equivalent values. Clearly maximum values used as limit values are not sensitive for
the intensity of the traffic: whether one train per 24 hours or 200 trains per 24 hours passes, the
average maximum velocity remains the same. Therefore, an additional indicator susceptible for
the number of trains passing by during a given period of time is required.
Dealing with railway vibration is complicated, because prediction methods are by nature indicative
only. Large uncertainties exist with respect to the composition of the soil (built up of different
layers), the interface between track and subsoil, as well as the interface between soil and building
structure and the amplification of vibration travelling from the foundation up to the higher floors.
Consequently, there are large uncertainties in existing prediction methods, and attempts to
improve these methods are bound to fail, unless tremendous efforts are made to collect reliable
data in every individual case.
Moreover, the range of possible mitigation measures, both ex ante and ex post, is very limited,
mainly because the effectivity is hard to predict with an acceptable level of precision and the cost
are often extremely high. Consequently, there is little experience with mitigating measures, so
that no historic database is available to base future predictions on.
2.6.2 Mitigation measures
Currently there is no requirement whatsoever with respect to the vibrational behaviour of new
vehicles. Some vehicles are suspected to cause higher vibrational levels than others. This applies
particularly to freight trains, where the higher mass (higher axle load) is often taken as the
explanation for higher vibration levels. This would apply to the so-called moving load excitation,
which is usually very low frequent. The axle load of freight trains can be of the same order as the
axle load of fully charged passenger trains. Another explanation is the poor resilience of the bogies
in freight vehicles. Steel coil and leaf springs in freight bogies are sometimes stuck, whereas in
passenger vehicles there is usually a secondary resilience, including e.g. an air spring. In the latter
case, the so-called unsprung mass of the wheel is the main exciting mass, i.e. much lower than
the full vehicle mass.
Mitigation at the vehicle therefore should be focussing on improving the resilience and maintaining
it such that it functions properly. The effect and cost of this measure are unknown. As far as we
know, there is no vehicle operator who is actually dealing with this issue. Obviously, this option is
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intended mainly for new vehicles. In the RIVAS project, a proposal was made for a measurement
method to check compliance with requirements for the vehicle behaviour when rolling over a rail
unevenness (RIVAS project, Access: 6 October 2018).
Measures in the track may consist of resilient layers, e.g. (from top to bottom of the track):
•

Resilient rail fasteners,

•

Softer rail pads,

•

Under sleeper pads,

•

Under ballast mats,

•

Mass spring systems in slab track.

Often, these solutions show a resonance frequency in the order of 10 to 20 Hz or even higher. This
means that low frequencies pass unreduced. Around the resonance frequency an amplification
may occur. Great care and good engineering should be applied when using these solutions.
For the soil between the track and the receiver building, different options are considered:
•

Block mass systems (so-called wave impeding blocks or WIB’s),

•

Trenches and deep walls (buried walls).

The latter solutions are intended to represent an impedance change in the soil. Since the vibration
waves may travel in deep ground, the geometry of these solutions must be large and deep.
At the receiver, there are few options, unless for newly built buildings, where resilient springs can
be mounted in the foundation to block vibration coming from the surrounding ground.
An overview of vibration mitigation options is presented in (de Vos, November 2017). Figure 11
(following page) is copied from (de Vos, November 2017). It presents the mitigation and control
measures that are mentioned most often, with an indication of their effectiveness and cost, the
latter on a qualitative basis only.
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Figure 11. From (de Vos, November 2017) Comparison of mitigation measures suitable for
application in existing surface line situations. Annual simplified life cycle cost for mitigation at a
hot spot of 500 m length with 40 premises, and their effectiveness in terms of percentage
reduced of the rms vibration velocity.
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2.6.3 Conclusions
The situation with respect to cost benefit analysis as a means to support decisions in the field of
railway vibration is summarised in the following Table 11. We can conclude that the conditions for
such a method are not currently available. The only feasible work around, frequently applied in
current practice, is to decide on certain mitigation measures only in newly planned situations.
There is a very limited number of options, including removal of the residential dwellings. Decisions
are made on the basis of a dialogue between infrastructure manager, local authorities and
residents. The information on expected efficiency of measures should include an estimate of the
(large) uncertainties in the estimated efficiency.
Table 11. Necessary conditions for the application of a cost benefit based decision support method
for mitigation and control measures for noise from depots.
Question
Can a standardised effect on residents be

Answer Proof

?

available

defined?
Can this effect be expressed in a generally

No reliable exposure response relationship

X

Wide range of different indicators, hard to
standardise

accepted indicator?

X

Common prediction methods not available

Can this value be monetised?

X

No

Do effective methods exist to reduce the effect

?

Little to no practical experience with

Can the value of this indicator be assessed in a
standardised way?

on residents?
Can the effect of these methods be predicted in

suggested control options

X

a standardised way?
Can life cycle cost of these methods be estimated

No, see above, no prediction method
available

X

No statistical life cycle cost practice

with sufficient accuracy?

The overall conclusion for the application of CBA in rail vibration mitigation is that the data
required for the application of CBA is not available, neither for the cost, nor for the benefits.
Selection of appropriate mitigation measures for vibration is therefore bound to be decided on
the basis of consent with the local residents.
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2.7 Interior noise and acoustic comfort
2.7.1 Introduction
There are no general standards or harmonised requirements for interior noise inside passenger
vehicles. TSI Noise (TSI Noise, 2014) is dealing with interior noise only inside the cab of the driver,
for reasons of occupational noise. The acoustic comfort of the passenger is considered to be a
marketing issue under the responsibility of the fleet owner and/or the operator.
According to information from rolling stock manufacturers, there are various requirements for
acoustic comfort that are specified by their customers. These requirements may vary from one
customer to another, and from one rolling stock type to another, and from one country to another.
Moreover, the requirements may develop over time, so that the requirements for a vehicle
currently commissioned could differ from the requirements used for a previous version of the same
vehicle.
A change of target values for certain indicators often reflects the progress of the state of the art
of knowledge with respect to passenger comfort. On the other hand, a change of approach,
methodology and indicators may affect the principle of the open European market, since it may
necessitate some manufacturers to keep adapting to changing rules. Some harmonisation in this
field would be beneficial to the manufacturers and therefor to the cost of developing a new rolling
stock. It could thus enhance the modal shift through better and better affordable vehicles in the
European Union.
In comparison to the above, acoustic comfort has been an important issue for manufacturers and
owners of aircraft as well as for road vehicle (passenger cars) manufacturers since long. Passenger
comfort, for both road vehicles and rail vehicles, is an important element of the modal
competition, and therefore it is highly relevant for a research program under the name Shift to
Rail.
The modal competition and the modal preference is decided by a mix of factors (Rodrigue & et.al,
2017), for example safety, reliability, cost, speed, comfort, availability, frequency and
particularly the interface with other modalities in the chain. Besides, a mix of stakeholders is
involved in influencing these factors: the passenger, the operator, the vehicle owner, the vehicle
designer and manufacturer. Every modality has defined for itself a range of different customer
categories, with different desires. For railway passenger transport, these categories can be
recognised in the categories of technical demonstrators defined by FINE 1: urban, regional,
intercity conventional speed, intercity high speed (and freight, which is not relevant for interior
noise).
2.7.2 Parameters, indicators and assessment methods
Different approaches exist for the specification of the required acoustic comfort for passengers in
the train. Most often, this approach is somehow comparable to what is usual in room acoustics.
There is a limit to the equivalent A-weighted noise level in the passenger compartment. Possibly
the LAmax level is added. As a means to help achieving this, a maximum reverberation time in
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octave bands could be added. In doing so, the question can be asked whether or not the Aweighted sound level is a relevant indicator for acoustic comfort.
Another approach could focus on the speech intelligibility inside the passenger compartment. This
possibly is a safety issue as well, when it comes to understanding announcements through the
public address system of the train. The speech intelligibility index (SII) is a number with a value
between 0 and 1 reflecting the proportion of speech information that is both audible and usable
by the listener. The SII can be influenced by reducing the background level, by reducing the
reverberation time, by increasing the volume of the PA system, by a proper distribution of loud
speakers.
Here is a contradiction, as one would not particularly like to understand the full conversation of
passengers in the same compartment. Therefore, some masking background noise is necessary and
desirable. This is a dilemma similar to restaurant acoustics, where one does not want to
understand the conversation on the next table, one does not want to be fully understood by the
neighbours and one does not want a loud background noise, for example from music. However, at
the same time one wants to have a pleasant and understandable conversation with one’s
messmate. Restaurant acoustics is an issue of growing interest in architectural acoustics.
A third approach is based on the theory of soundscapes. It considers the acoustic space relevant
to the passenger as a soundscape with characteristics that fit into the following scheme, from (van
den Bosch & Andringa, 2014).
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Figure 12. Diagram of soundscape appraisal, based on the two main axes Eventfulness and
Pleasantness, adding the two sub-axes Complexity and Affordance; from (van den Bosch &
Andringa, 2014).
The indicator in this case would be the position in the diagram, for instance expressed as coordinates on a 10 point scale. The position as desired by the majority of the passengers would
serve as the objective or requirement for the vehicle designer. This desired position could even
differ per type of travel: in a busy commuter train one would prefer the lively quarter (without
losing the speech intelligibility), whereas in a long distance high-speed train one would prefer the
calm quarter. The challenge is to find the relation with acoustical parameters that can be
influenced by the design of the coach. In the next chapter, an example of this search for
“technical” parameters is presented.
Yet another approach would be based on the score of a listening panel, similar to what was
described for the perception by residents. Acoustic comfort however is part of a complex of
sensory stimuli, including not only acoustic stimuli, but certainly others like visual quality and
lighting, smell and “cuddliness” as well as the ergonomics of the seats and tray table. This complex
is available in existing vehicles, but not in the design phase. This could be partly overcome by the
application of Virtual Reality. In the DESTINATE project, a VR tool was developed by NLR. It is
intended as a first step to collect data on the passenger appraisal of the acoustic comfort in an
early stage of design. The tool is described in more detail in DESTINATE D3.2 (DESTINATE, October
2018).
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In each of the above approaches, the method is applicable for the appraisal of a resulting or
expected acoustic comfort. None of the approaches presents a ready to use method on selecting
the proper interventions to improve an insufficient acoustic comfort. The first step and challenge
is to find the relationship between appraisal parameters as described above and technical
parameters that can be used in the design process. This could be achieved for example by assessing
the value of the appraisal parameters in a range of different rolling stock types and comparing
these values to technical properties of each particular type. This work however is not part of the
project currently described.
2.7.3 Sources and methods of control
There is a multitude of sources that potentially affect the noise inside the passenger
compartments of the vehicle. Each source type has its own method(s) of control or mitigation. In
order to categorise these sources, the following ranking is proposed (see Table 12).
Table 12. List and category of sources of interior noise and indication of the possible
interventions for their control
Source category

Source (example)

Sources outside,
independent of
vehicle

Approaching train on the
adjacent track

Sources of exterior
noise that belong to
the vehicle itself
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Method of control
1.

Improve transmission loss of the vehicle’s
shell; focus on the “weak” parts like
windows and doors

2.

Works better for “pressure tight” trains

1.

Reduce rolling noise

2.

Improve transmission loss of shell, focus on
floor, windows and doors

Reflected rolling noise against
barriers or walls of cuttings
and tunnels

1.

Reduce rolling noise

2.

Absorptive cladding of barriers and cuttings

Impulsive noise in joints,
switches and turnouts

3.

Improve resilience in bogie

4.

Improve transmission
focus on floor

Additional noise from steel
bridges

5.

Improve resilience in bogie

6.

Improve transmission
focus on floor

Curve squeal

1.

Improve transmission loss of floor

Brake screech

1.

Improve transmission loss of floor

Bogie vibration induced by
rolling noise

7.

Improve resilience in bogie

Bogie vibration induced by
impulsive vibration in joints

8.

Improve resilience in bogie

Rolling noise

loss

loss

of

shell,

of

shell,
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Source category

Source (example)

Sources fixed to the
vehicle – structure
and air borne

Fans on top of the vehicle

1.

Vibration isolation in mounting

Compressor under the vehicle

1.

Vibration isolation in mounting

2.

Improve transmission loss of floor

Traction motor under the
vehicle

1.

Vibration isolation in mounting

2.

Improve transmission loss of floor

Converter or transformer in
separate room

1.

Vibration isolation in mounting

2.

Absorption in converter room

3.

Improve transmission loss of walls

HVAC fans inside

1.

Vibration isolation in mounting

Ventilation outlet grilles

1.

Optimise flow and minimise surface and
number of grilles

Loudspeaker announcements

1.

Minimise LS announcements, support with
video or image

Door warning signals

1.

Optimise volume, duration, directivity and
frequency content

Rattling (various parts)

1.

Fix rattling parts

Talking

1.

Separate compartments

2.

Reduce and limit reverberation

3.

Discourage use and motivate reduced level

Sources inside the
vehicle

Other passengers

PA music

Method of control

Very few or even none of the above interventions are particularly suitable for retrofitting. Only
during a major overhaul of the rolling stock, some improvements may be implemented. Otherwise,
the improvements are mainly suitable for the design phase of the vehicle.
2.7.4 Effectiveness of the measures
In Table 12, in the previous paragraph a list of different sources and transfer paths was presented.
By no means, this list is intended to be exhaustive. Given the difference between different types
and makes of equipment, the different location where it is mounted on the train, and the
difference in structure of the vehicle in terms of masses and stiffnesses, it is not feasible, in a
general sense, to make a prediction of the contributions of different sources to the total sound at
the passenger’s seat, not even an estimate.
However, methods exist that are capable to do so, for example based on Operational Transfer
Path Analysis. This method has been applied by Müller-BBM and Stadler Rail Valencia in task 4.
The result of this work have been introduced in D3.1, Part II, paragraph 5.2. The method allows
assessing the contributions of different sources and transfer paths for one single receiver location,
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at the cost of an enormous effort to collect data on the sound power output and dynamic force
output of each source. This can only be done in a real vehicle, and is therefore not suitable to be
applied in the design phase, unless the vehicle to be designed differs only in a few details from an
existing vehicle available for this source and transfer path analysis. This method is useful for the
same vehicle family, where the main structure is the same and some changes are made from one
vehicle to another. In part II of this Deliverable this method is applied and explained.
This is an important lack of possibilities in the process of designing a new vehicle in order to have
it comply with specifications in terms of acoustic comfort. But this lack is particularly noticeable
in cases where one would want to design towards e.g. an overall noise level or a particular
spectrum.
In other cases, where one would for example like to minimise tonal noises, it would be sufficient
to list the sources relevant for tonal noise and minimise only these. All the other sources and
transfer paths would be designed in a “business as usual” way.
2.7.5 Benefits of the measures
The basic assumption in the case of interior noise is that there is a distinct benefit in improving
the acoustic comfort in trains. With respect to the cost, there is an obvious stakeholder, namely
the vehicle owner. As most of the measures mentioned in Table 12 hardly require maintenance,
the main cost is concentrated in the investment for the purchase of a new vehicle. This is under
the restriction that the life cycle of the rolling stock is assumed to be from the moment of the
first operational use until the moment of the first large overhaul or refurbishment. The cost for
the refurbishment could in some cases be borne by the operator using the vehicles.
With respect to the benefits, there is a group of different stakeholders, each of whom will enjoy
some of the benefits. Here, the basis assumption is that the better acoustic comfort will render
the vehicle more attractive for the passenger. In the end, this will contribute to higher passenger
satisfaction – assuming all other factors to remain unchanged - and to a modal shift mainly from
road and air to rail. Although this modal shift will probably be small, it contributes to a higher
objective of modal shift, which is strived after by the EU and national governments. More
passengers will contribute to the financial benefit of the operator and may improve the market
position of the vehicle manufacturer and the vehicle owner. All of this means that the benefit, if
any, has to be shared by many parties. But this is not to say that the benefit is marginal or
negligible. Summarising, the following beneficiaries are involved:
•

The passenger,

•

The manufacturer, who is part of the decision process, realising the improvements,

•

The vehicle owner, who is part of that same process, demanding the improvements,

•

The operator,

•

The national and federal European authorities,

•

The society, which is supposed to benefit from a modal shift.
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2.7.6 Cost of the measures
It is very complex to estimate (additional) cost for the improvements listed in paragraph 2.6.2.
There are many reasons for this:
•

The cost estimates would apply to one single case (e.g. one passenger position) only and
cannot be transferred to general terms.

•

The cost would depend entirely from the design of the vehicle. For example: a long EMU
would require more ventilation than a short EMU. When the ventilation system requires
silencers and enclosures, the cost per train would be completely different.

•

In many cases, the solutions are quite straightforward and the cost per unit are known from
e.g. industrial noise control. However, the limited space of the interior of a train, together
with strict safety regulations, may lead to significantly higher cost than in common
industrial applications.

For these reasons, cost will not be addressed here. A discrete example will be presented in the
next chapter.
2.7.7 Conclusion
The conclusions from the above sections are summarised in Table 13 below.
For the application of a Cost Benefit Analysis in the field of interior noise or acoustic comfort
respectively, a wide scope is necessary to allow exchange of cost and benefit factors between
different stakeholders. The one most evident stakeholder would be the vehicle operator, who
would pay the price for a more expensive vehicle and earn the benefits for a more satisfied
passenger. Other stakeholders have been identified in the previous sections, but for the overall
analysis it is probably better to leave them out of the balance.
Cost factors are monetised and included in the price of the vehicle. The additional cost would be
close to negligible relative to the overall price of the vehicle; that is as long as the measures are
applied to a newly designed vehicle. Retrofitting would be very expensive.
The benefits could be monetised in the form of a better usage of the vehicle (higher passenger
numbers) thanks to a higher comfort. Societal effects such as a higher modal shift are difficult to
include into the analysis but should not be ignored as they could be substantial. Passenger
satisfaction can be assessed through surveys (for existing vehicles) or through the application of
Virtual Reality and listening panels (ex ante, during the design phase of a vehicle).
This method needs to be further developed, where the first results gathered in the DESTINATE
project could serve as a starting point. All in all, a method of decision support through CBA is
difficult to apply in the case of acoustic comfort. Perhaps the more effective method would be
through internal railway standards that could be applied on a voluntary basis. Here lies a task for
railway standardisation organisations like UIC and UNIFE.
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Table 13. Necessary conditions for the application of a cost benefit based decision support method
for mitigation and control measures for interior noise in trains.
Question
Can a standardised effect on passengers be

Answer

√

Proof
There is a choice between either
passenger satisfaction, speech

defined?

intelligibility or sound appraisal by
passengers. dB(A) level is not a preferred
indicator as far as Destinate is concerned
Can this effect be expressed in a generally

X

The methods proposed in this project to
assess passenger satisfaction are still

accepted indicator?

experimental, with the exception of the
speech intelligibility test, which is quite
common
Can the value of this indicator be assessed in a

?

standardised way?
Can this value be monetised?

Applicability and validity of the proposed
methods still has to be demonstrated

?

Monetisation is complicated due to the
many different stakeholders

Do effective methods exist to improve the

√

In principle the methods exist, it is
difficult however to make a choice

satisfaction of passengers?

between different options and
effectively implement the chosen
solution
Can the effect of these methods be predicted in a

?

standardised way?

Partially (with OTPA maybe for 1
listening position; with VR only for a
simulation)

Can life cycle cost of these methods be estimated
with sufficient accuracy?
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2.8 Validation examples
2.8.1 Exterior noise, noise barriers and rail dampers
2.8.1.1 Introduction
In this section, an example is presented which intends to demonstrate the validity and applicability
of a cost benefit based method for the installation of noise barriers and rail dampers.
In this example, a part of a plan of a real city is proposed. The plan includes mixed buildings in a
variety of geometries. The height of the buildings was modified in order to have more variation in
building height. This variation is realistic. The plan includes a total of 500 dwellings, which are
represented by a total of 250 receiver points.

Figure 13. Plan of the virtual city: buildings are red, the railway line is a blue line at the upper
edge of the graph. Receiver points have been defined on three sides on the first row of buildings
and further inside the plan. Here, only a selection of receiver points is shown.
Dwellings are on one side of the track only. The closest receiver points are at approximately 25 m
from the track. A single track is assumed; this is relevant for the total number of rail dampers to
be installed; if a double track would have been assumed, the total length of rail dampers to be
installed would obviously be twice as long. Single family houses are represented by the numbers
between 135 and 170. All the other houses are multi story apartment buildings with different
dwellings in each floor.
Sound exposure levels have been calculated for a range of scenarios, composed of different rolling
stock and different track geometries. The details are summarised in the following tables (Table
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14 and Table 15). The rolling stock scenarios have been calculated separately. It is fairly easy to
add the results for each type of rolling stock in order to have a characteristic mix.
Table 14. Rolling stock scenarios
Rolling
stock
category
High speed
intercity
Regional
Urban
Freight 50%
retrofit
Freight 100%
retrofit

Model
Thalys/ICE
IRM (Bombardier/De
Dietrich)
SLT
(Siemens/Bombardier)
RSG3 (Bombardier
flexity swift)
Freight
freight

Max Speed
km/h

Day
Trains per
hour
300 1
200 2

Evening
Trains per
hour
0.5
2

Night
Trains per
hour
0.125
0.5

160 2

2

0.5

80 4

3

1

120 0.5

0.5

0.5

120 0.5

0.5

0.5

Upper left: IRM
Upper right: SLT
Down left: RSG3

Figure 14. Examples of the rolling stock mentioned in Table 14
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Table 15. Track geometries
Rolling stock

Track height relative to local ground

High speed, intercity, freight

0.5 m

+5m
(embankment)

Regional and urban

-5 m
(cutting)

0.5 m

For each of the rolling stock scenarios and track geometries mentioned above the noise exposure
level in Lden has been calculated for each of the 250 receiver points. In addition, noise mitigation
has been added: noise barriers with heights of 1; 2; 3; and 4 m above rail head have been added.
As an alternative, rail dampers have been added; both barriers and dampers cover a total track
length of 900 m (single track!).

A

B

5m

C

5m

Figure 15. Three track geometries: A = level; B = embankment; C = cutting 45 degrees
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In total, this represents approximately 50 alternative scenarios. For illustration purposes, in this
report, only some of the 50 scenarios are presented.
2.8.1.2 Cost benefit of mitigation measures
In Table 16 the resulting figures are condensed to a number of dwellings per a certain range of
noise exposure. The reference is a high-speed track at level. The traffic is a high-speed train (ICE
or Thalys) with speed 300 km/h. Mitigation measures are considered either on the track (rail
dampers) or in the propagation path (barriers). Obviously, the best effectiveness is obtained with
the 4 m barrier.
Table 16. Number of dwellings per noise exposure class for the different scenarios

Scenario

>63 dB

60≤L<63
dB

55≤L<60
dB

50≤L<55
dB

45<L<50
dB

L<45 dB

High speed, A,

3

24

47

55

76

45

1 m barrier

3

16

30

60

70

71

2 m barrier

0

2

21

43

76

108

3 m barrier

0

0

6

35

88

121

4 m barrier

0

0

1

27

87

145

Rail dampers

1

22

37

62

72

116

reference

The cost benefit analysis now serves to compare the benefits of this effectiveness to the cost of
the measure. The benefits of a measure are calculated by assessing first the reduction of the total
number of residents who are expected to be annoyed.
For the reference situation, out of a total of 530 residents (result of 250 dwellings times 2.2
residents per dwelling), a total number of 42 annoyed residents and 12 highly annoyed residents
is calculated. In addition, 12 persons are sleep disturbed.
For 12 highly annoyed residents, each year 0.13 DALY is lost; for 12 sleep disturbed residents, each
year 2.83 DALY is lost. The cost of a DALY is assumed to be 80,000 euro. For the 50 years life span
of the barrier, this represents 6.7 million euro.
By installation of a 4 m high barrier, these numbers are reduced to 19 annoyed and 4 highly
annoyed citizens; 2 remain sleep disturbed. This represents 1.2 million euro cost over 50 years.
The benefit of the barrier is 5.5 million euro.
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For the 900 m long barrier of 4 m height would represent an investment of 1.2 million euro. The
life span would be 50 years, so the net present value of the life cycle investment cost would be

with r = interest rate (here 2.5%).

�1 + 1�(1

+ 𝑟𝑟)50

� · 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

The Net present value of the life cycle cost of the barrier would be close to 1.6 million euro,
ignoring any intermediate inspection or maintenance.
In this case, the 4 m high and 900 m long barrier would have a cost to benefit ratio of less than 1,
namely 0.28. This would render the barrier cost efficient.
For rail dampers, only 2 highly annoyed residents are reduced, with a net present benefit over 30
years of 36,000 euro. With an estimated investment cost for purchase and installation of rail
dampers of approximately 130 euro per m’ single track, and an estimated life span of 30 years the
net present value of the life cycle cost is approximately 173,000 Euro. The cost to benefit ratio is
therefore much higher than 1. Mounting rail dampers in this case is not a cost efficient measure.
In this calculation, maintenance cost (additional maintenance and repair after track maintenance)
have not been included. These would not change the conclusion.
2.8.1.3 Track geometry
The effectiveness of barriers is likely to be affected by the height of the track. This question is
investigated using freight as the rolling stock. In this example, it is assumed that the freight fleet
has been completely retrofitted.
Table 17. Effect of track geometry (A= level, B = embankment, C= cutting) on the overall level
and the effectiveness of a 1 m high barrier.
Scenario
Freight

100%

retrofitted,

>63 dB

60≤L<63 dB

55≤L<60 dB

50≤L<55 dB

45<L<50 dB

L<45 dB

3

22

56

58

73

36

2

10

23

49

65

101

2

22

56

57

76

37

1

1

16

40

110

82

A,

reference
1 m barrier
Freight

100%

retrofitted,

B

embankment
1 m barrier
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Scenario
Freight

100%

retrofitted,

>63 dB

60≤L<63 dB

55≤L<60 dB

50≤L<55 dB

45<L<50 dB

L<45 dB

0

2

11

15

30

192

0

1

3

13

21

212

3

22

56

58

73

36

43

33

54

72

37

12

C,

cutting
1 m barrier
Freight

100%

retrofitted,

A,

reference
Freight

50%

retrofitted, A,

In the example in Table 17, the scenario with the track in a cutting is clearly the preferable option,
even though the gain of the 1 m barrier is limited. For illustration, the last row of the table
presents the geometry A situation (track at level) for a freight fleet that is retrofitted to only 50%,
demonstrating once more that the retrofitting operation is the preferred solution for the existing
freight fleet.
2.8.1.4 Other scenarios
The results of the calculation for in total 50 scenarios with different geometries and rolling stock
types at 250 receiver points (in total 12,500 sound level values) are available in a spreadsheet for
further analysis. In addition to the analyses reported above, many other conclusions may be drawn
from the available data. For example: note that the efficiency of barriers depends mainly on the
height of the main source, which is usually the wheel rail contact. This is independent of the
rolling stock type or the speed. If desired so, one can mix the available traffic data to arrive at a
specific mix of different train types, as long as the speed is kept at the maximum speed defined
in the FINE 1 scenarios. The spreadsheet will be made available to S2R members at request.
2.8.2 Depot noise
2.8.2.1 Example: Curve squeal and rail lubricators
Curve squeal is an important element of depot noise. It may give rise to complaints from residents.
It contributes to the overall Lden or Lnight, which may be regulated in the environmental noise
permit. Moreover it may be regulated as a maximum level LAf,max at the nearest dwelling or at the
fence of the site. In order to comply with these limits, friction modifiers can be applied. The first
decision to be made is whether the device, which applies the modifier to the wheel rail contact
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should be mounted on the vehicle or on the track. From a cost benefit point of view the decision
is more or less trivial: assuming that the effectiveness of both methods is comparable, fixed
installations mounted to the track are less expensive, as all rolling stock potentially parked on the
particular depot should be treated in order to have the same effect. Therefore, the choice is for
fixed installations applied to all or some of the curves in the depot (depending on the location of
the particular curves respective to the surrounding dwellings).
With a proper friction modifier, the curve squeal is likely to be completely eliminated. The
purchase and installation cost of a unit are indicated as amounting to between 2,600 and 100,000
euro. The life plan is estimated to be 15 to 30 years. Maintenance cost (including refilling the
lubricant) are estimated to range from 10,000 to 25,000 euro per year per unit, with inspections
every 14 days and actual maintenance every 4 months. These figures indicate that there is still a
large variety in practical experience with rail “lubrication”. Therefore, it is too early to make firm
estimates on the cost side. As stated earlier, the benefits are spectacular as many of these devices
manage to completely eliminate the curve squeal. As stated in Table 10, there are no standardised
methods yet to monetise this benefit and therefore a full cost benefit analysis is not possible yet.
Under the pressure of a legal LAF,max limit, or alternatively under the pressure of frequent and
severe complaints, the depot manager may decide to install friction modifying units, simply on
the basis of the preference for this measure to mitigate curve squeal.
2.8.2.2 Noise budget (simplified)
With respect to the noise from parked trains in a depot, the alternative solutions are either at the
vehicle or in the propagation path. The only sensible solution in the infrastructure is to supply
wall mounted power to the vehicles. The alternative solution to the propagation path is to set up
noise barriers. But since some of the relevant sources are quite high (i.e. mounted on the roof of
the rolling stock or typically some 4.5 meters above rail head) the barriers should be very high in
order to be effective.
The remaining and preferable option is to mitigate noise directly at the source, which is mounted
on or in the vehicle. Here, there are two requirements that need to be fulfilled:
•

The TSI noise requirement for stationary noise; let us assume here an EMU, which has to
comply with maximum 85 dB(A) at 7.5 meter from the center of the track and 1.2 meters
above railhead.

•

The environmental permit noise requirement, which in strict cases could be Lden = 40 dB(A)
at night at the nearest dwelling and LAF,max = 60 dB(A) at night.

The performance of the vehicle with respect to the environmental requirement depends on the
orientation of the most important sources on the vehicle. Many of these sources are mounted on
top of the vehicle (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. View of equipment on the roof of Stadler Rolling Stock (courtesy Stadler Rail)
When analysing the performance of a rolling stock type, first a division of sources has to be made.
For each source, the estimate sound power level (in octave or third octave bands) has to be made,
including an indication of its directivity. The latter aspect is relevant to make an estimate of the
total surface where the sound energy of that particular source is radiated.

A
B

C
Figure 17. Example of three sources of the vehicle with an indication of the surface over which
the sound energy is spread.
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In the example of Figure 17, three sources are supposed to be relevant for the noise exposure at
the closest dwelling (indicated here by a microphone). For source A, mounted on the roof, in first
approximation the surface of distribution of the sound energy is a hemi-sphere (2πr2 ), supposing
that the ground is a reflective surface. For source B, more or less at the side of the train, the
surface is between a hemi-sphere and a quarter of a sphere. For source C, mounted under the
train, the surface could be less than a quarter of a sphere. Through careful modelling the
contributions of each of these three sources to the overall sound level at the receiver position can
be established. If for example source A has a sound power level of LWA = 90 dB(A), its contribution
to the sound level at the receiver at 30 m distance would be close to LA = 62.5 dB(A). That means
that the permit limit of LAmax = 60 dB(A) for the night period would be exceeded by this source
alone. Assuming that there are only three relevant sources, each of them would be allowed a
sound power level of approximately 100 dB(A) if looking at the TSI noise limit. Therefore, there is
an inconsistency in the two requirements. Usually the local permit requirement is more stringent
than the TSI requirement. When making the acoustic design of the vehicle, one would have to find
out first which of the requirements is the most stringent and then divide the total available sound
power amongst the relevant sources such that the largest part is consumed by the source that is
most expensive or most difficult to reduce. This process is called noise budgeting.
2.8.3 Interior noise, rolling noise and curve squeal
2.8.3.1 Introduction
The optimisation of interior noise is best initiated during the design and construction of the
vehicle. For retrofitting solutions, measures in the track may be possible, for newly designed
vehicles the measures focus on the vehicle itself.
As an example, we focus here on two issues: rolling noise and curve squeal.
2.8.3.2 Rolling noise
Rolling noise is generated in the contact between wheel and rail and is transferred into the vehicle
either via airborne paths or via structure borne paths, or via a mix of both. In the design phase, it
is hardly feasible to identify and rank these different paths for every possible passenger position.
Therefore, the effectiveness of a particular option cannot be assessed ex ante. To a certain extend
decisions will be based on empirical knowledge (experience with previous designs) and on
estimates leading to trial and error. In general, it is more certain to reduce the rolling directly at
the wheel rail contact (e.g. by keeping the roughness level as low as possible) than to try and
influence a transmission path for structure borne noise.
2.8.3.3 Transmission loss of the vehicle floor
One example of trying to influence a transmission path – here for airborne noise - is the increase
of the mass of the vehicle floor. For a particular vehicle type this floor is made out of plywood.
According to the manufacturer this floor represents a global noise reduction of 25.6 dB(A). This is
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to be understood as the airborne transmission loss, with corrections for the reverberation under
the floor and above the floor. The cost of this floor, which corresponds to approximate 100 m2,
amounts to 4,250 euro.
An improvement of this floor is expected from a replacement of the plywood by a plywood with
rubber core. This is 25% more expensive than the simple plywood and represents a reduction of
27.1 dB(A). Summarising, spending 1,062 euro more is expected to bring a reduction of 1.5 dB(A).
This example provokes the following comments. First, it is not feasible to comment on the
predicted reduction, as long as there is no information about the total set of transmission paths
and their contribution to the overall transmission. If the floor were the only relevant transmission
path, then the 1.5 dB improvement would come fully to the benefit of the passengers in this
vehicle. However, the floor is only one of many transmission paths, and may be one of the less
relevant ones. In that case, the improvement of 1.5 dB would not be noticeable.
Another comment is, that the additional cost is very moderate compared to the overall price of
the train. Counting the additional cost for the floor into the overall sales price of the train will
not affect the attractiveness of the train. The increase in overall mass of the train is expected to
be negligible. The improved transmission loss suggests that the added mass due to the rubber core
is very little. Therefore, there is no effect on allowable load of the train. Summarising: the cost
of this measure is limited, possibly around 1,000 euro (per 100 m²).
As it was discussed in section 2.7.5, the benefit could apply to different stakeholders:
•

The passenger: in principle a reduction of maximum 1.5 dB in a sound level which is
fluctuating continuously, is hardly noticeable. There is hardly any benefit to the passenger.

•

The manufacturer: as we have argued above, the market attractiveness of the train will
not benefit from this measure.

•

The vehicle owner: as there is no effect on the attractiveness of the vehicle, there is no
benefit to the vehicle owner.

•

The operator: as there is no noticeable advantage to the passenger, the vehicle owner will
not benefit from the improvement.

•

The national and federal European authorities: there is only a negligible contribution to
modal shift, so no benefit to the authorities.

•

The society: there is only a negligible contribution to modal shift, so no benefit to society.

Maintaining smooth rails
Maintaining a low level of rail roughness is likely to reduce rolling noise, provided that the wheels
are kept smooth. Both can be achieved by a regular monitoring of wheel and rail roughness. For
the rail, this is carried out under assignment of infrastructure managers, for example using a track
maintenance monitoring vehicle. This process has been legally maintained in Germany under the
name “especially monitored track”. The cost of such a track monitoring is substantial
(approximately 850,000 euro per km, which is probably life cycle cost) but it is obvious that the
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monitoring covers many different aspects, where rail roughness is only one. The cost therefore
can be shared between different interests.
For the wheels, the current monitoring covers mainly the wheel flats. Once the rails are
maintained at a low level of roughness, most wheel surface irregularities could be detected along
the track with suitable measuring equipment. The overall costs are not known.
With respect to the benefits, reductions of rolling noise of more than 4 dB(A) could be expected.
These would have a direct impact on the interior background noise, which is often dominated by
the rolling noise. However, it is currently not known whether or not a 4 dB(A) reduction in
perceivable rolling noise inside the train would contribute positively to the passenger satisfaction.
After all, rolling noise is a noise with low eventfulness, which is likely to mask some of the noise
with high eventfulness. In terms of soundscapes, reducing the rolling noise could emphasise the
eventfulness of other sources. Therefore, the benefits to the passenger are not at all certain.
2.8.3.4 Curve squeal
Curve squeal can be perceived by passengers on the train. It has a clear tonal character and may
therefore be perceived as irritating or unpleasantly loud. Eliminating curve squeal by means of
friction modifying units or water spraying is a measure that reduces the annoyance perceived by
residents living along the track close to a curve as well as the annoyance perceived by passengers
on the train. There is a “double” benefit, whereas the cost the same whatever the effect shall
be. The cost of friction modifying units has been quantified in section 2.4.3. The cost benefit ratio
for this measure is improving when one considers the positive effect on passengers on the train,
with a potential spin off to operators (more passengers and more passenger satisfaction),
authorities and society (modal shift).

2.9 Conclusions and recommendations
In the previous chapters of part I, an attempt has been made to apply a full cost benefit analysis
to ex ante (control) or ex past (mitigation) interventions to reduce noise or vibration impacts in
the vicinity of site of railway activity (tracks and depots).
The method of comparing cost and benefits in order to select the preferred intervention from
many options has been well developed in the case of legal limits for environmental noise. This
application however has the disadvantage that interventions at the vehicle are generally not in
focus, as one would have to treat many different vehicles to reduce the noise level at only one
particular site.
Depot noise is often regulated with environmental permits allowing the depot owner to operate
the site within environmental limits. Interventions to the infrastructure have an impact for specific
noise sources, referring to trains moving on the depot site. This applies for example to curve
squeal, which can be treated as a cost benefit case. Most of the other sources are mounted on the
vehicles and interventions would have to go beyond the requirements that TSI NOI defines for
parked trains.
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For ground vibration the control or mitigation options are limited, represent often very high cost
and may have limited or even adverse impact. The experience with control or mitigation measures
is still insufficient to allow cost benefit analyses.
In two cases, the perceived sensation is dominant over the long-term average noise level. This
occurs for persons staying or living in the vicinity of the track with rail traffic causing specific,
recognisable sounds, such as curve squeal, impact noise in joints and steel bridges. Interventions
can either be ex ante (e.g. choice of bridge design) or ex post (e.g. rail lubrication in curves). As
the number of persons affected is often limited, the cost benefit approach has limited validity.
For passengers on a train, the perceived acoustic comfort is an important contributor to the overall
passenger satisfaction. In a first pilot with the sound scape approach, it was shown that parameters
related to the soundscape approach were strongly correlated with the passengers’ appraisal of
both the particular vehicle type they were using and with their judgement of the journey they
were making. Further work is needed in this field however before cost and benefit factors can be
precisely defined and design recommendations can be specified such that compliance can be
predicted and checked. Virtual reality offers a promising way to assess passengers’ and residents’
perceived appraisal of the expected soundscapes, both on the train and near the track.
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2.10 Mapping noise pathways as a tool to assist cost-efficiency
assessments
Vehicles and the vehicle-track interaction create many distinct noise sources, and the way sound
reflects and diffracts this can result in multiple potential pathways between sources and receiver
– and many potential receivers too, as shown in the Case Study. Average sound measurements are
essential for meeting legislative requirements, but the perception of noise, and annoyance, may
depend on particular vehicles, particular sections of track and particular environments.
A complementary tool for mapping and studying noise pathways has been developed within
DESTINATE. Figure 18 shows a section of track with a noise barrier and a single vehicle. There are
four noise sources: the engine (red; below the vehicle), the HVAC (blue; on top), the rails (dark
grey) and the wheels (light grey). Transmission paths between sources and the two receivers (one
at ground level, one at a high window) are shown with matching colours.

Figure 18. Noise pathways between sources and receivers for a single vehicle with engine below
and HVAC above, and a section of barrier (4 m above track bed; 3 m above ground level).
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Features of the tool:
•

Various transmission losses are estimated, including distance effect, attenuation in air and
absorption at surface.

•

Sources amplitudes are defined in dB at 10 m from a surface area of 1 m².

•

Each receiver has a “left ear” and a “right ear” so that a “stereo” sound can be
constructed.

•

Diffraction at edges is approximated using refraction surfaces.

Dynamic sources and frequency dependence are part of ongoing development. The main
requirement for useful predictions is precise characterisation of sources, which DESTINATE has
been working towards.

Figure 19. Contributions to total sound level from different sources. Left: The "right ear" of the
ground receiver. Right: The "left ear" of the window receiver.
In Figure 19, the sound level at the receivers is calculated for different positions of the vehicle,
with zero as the midpoint and the final position (x = 38 m) is that shown in Figure 18. The height
of the barrier is 4 m from the track bed, but only 3 m from ground level. In addition to the total,
resultant sound level, the component contributions from each of the sources is plotted against
vehicle position, which can be used to inform a “noise budget” analysis.
In this case, the vehicle’s dominant noise source is the engine, which has a reference level of
80 dB, compared to 30 dB for the HVAC and 50 dB for wheel and rail. The sound level at the
receiver is therefore critically dependent on whether the engine is occluded; at the window
receiver, there is a sharp drop in sound level corresponding to the engine passing behind the
barrier (starting at x = -14 m).
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Figure 20. Effectiveness of barriers either side of a double track railway. The additional space
and reflective surfaces provide additional pathways.
The noise mapping tool can be used to assess the impact of noise mitigation measures. For
example, the heights of barriers, and their proximity to the vehicles, are critically important. For
the calculations in Figure 20, there is no break in the barrier, and the height is varied from zero
(i.e., ground level here is 1 m above the track bed) to 4 m above ground level.
For the window receiver, elevated high above the barriers, the barrier height has little effect on
noise if the vehicle is on the farside track. Not only is the nearside barrier too far from the train
to block the sound, reflections from the farside barrier magnify the received sound, even allowing
for noise absorbing material. If the vehicle is on the nearside track, the barrier height need to be
at least 3 m above ground level (i.e., here, 4 m above the track bed) to reduce the noise
significantly. Even for the ground level receiver, the barrier height needs to be at least 3 m above
ground level for significant noise reduction.
Just as barriers provide reflective surfaces, so also do buildings. In one section of the Case Study,
the houses are arranged in concentric rings. Where these are open towards the track, the buildings
create channels for the sound to follow (see Figure 21). Noise barriers alongside the track would
of course be useful, but barriers (or trees and bushes) positioned at the ends of these channels
could prove to be effective noise mitigation measures.
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Figure 21. Example of noise pathways using the Case Study. Sound level is 53.9 dB at the
receiver with a direct view of the vehicle.
Note that this is not a realistic representation of the real location (in Zoetermeer, NL) where the
spaces between rows of houses are filled alternately with gardens (with sheds, trees, bushes, etc.)
acting as natural noise absorbers. The receiver in Figure 21 with a direct view of the vehicle (close
to Position 91), however, is on a street and has almost no protection form railway noise.
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3 Part II: Experimental validation of interior noise model
3.1 Interior noise measurements and simulation
DESTINATE had set the objective to develop a novel simulation model of interior noise, based on
existing numerical, analytical, statistical and experimental methods and data for airborne and
structure-borne noise on-board rolling stock. It was established in deliverable 2.1 (DESTINATE,
July 2017) how interior noise prediction is currently being approached and which benefits and
limitations the most commonly applied methods have. The OTPA based prediction model
investigated and developed within this research project thereby heavily relies on experimental
input data. The required measurement data of structure-borne vibration and airborne sound
pressure to build a model on were raised within a measurement campaign in 2017 on the TramLink
Prototype running in Valencia. The OTPA based model itself, its main results and the options it
offers to predict interior noise for a redesigned TramLink were discussed in deliverable 3.1
(DESTINATE, June 2018). This chapter will focus on the actual prediction of design changes and
try to validate those through a set of additional measurements carried out on the Gmunden
TramLink in 2018.
The question of how the sound generated at a source finds its way to a passenger seated inside
the train is linked to the paths the sound takes travelling in the air, through walls and in the train
body. Operational transfer path analysis determines these paths and decomposes the interior noise
into contributions from independent sound sources. It does so by assigning microphones and
acceleration sensors to the train and source intersections as representations of the sources. Actual
operational excitations are then used to deduce the transfer characteristics of the train body. The
transfer characteristics themselves provide the model to predict the interior noise from for any
given excitations at the sources. The method separates source contributions into airborne and
structure-borne noise and for variable frequency ranges, which allows for in-depth evaluations
and a source contribution ranking.
3.1.1 Validation approach and summary of prediction results
Standard validation procedures aim at performing a test series under defined boundary conditions
and then apply a number of modifications to the test object and repeat the test series from the
first step. Thus one is left with two sets of measurement data where one represents the original
configuration and the second one the modified one. Differences in the results may hence be
attributed to the modifications that were made to the test object. Predictions made for the
modified test object can then be based on the original configuration while considering changes
i.e. to airborne or structure-borne sound transmissions due to the changes. A direct comparison
of the predictions and validation measurement results indicate whether the prediction model was
suitable to represent the effect of the design changes.
In DESTINATE the original configuration was the TramLink Prototype that runs on the Valencia
tram network. It was not possible to implement design changes on that vehicle and hence a
different vehicle was chosen for the validation measurements. The Gmunden TramLink is
conceptually based on the TramLink Prototype and operates in Austria. It turned out that a
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significant number of minor and major design changes had been made to the vehicle (see 3.1.3),
which made predictions based on the Prototype measurements and approximated impacts from
individual design change not an option. A further complication was the change in the boundary
conditions, i.e. the track layout, rail surface condition and direct track surrounding. Additionally,
the validation measurements had a reduced number of airborne and structure-borne sound
representation points (microphones and accelerometers); the reduced measurement effort was
taken after findings from the Prototype suggested some of the original reference positions to be
of negligible importance to the interior noise prediction. In consequence the validation procedure
was adapted to the following one:
•

Recordings from the validation measurements at the Gmunden TramLink were chosen as a
basis for the prediction. This means all sources were considered to be of the form recorded
during the validation measurements.

•

The transfer characteristics were taken from the Prototype OTPA and adapted according
to the design changes. More general approximations had to be used due to the large number
of design changes.

•

The results of the prediction using input (source) signals from the recordings at the
Gmunden TramLink and the transfer functions from the Tramlink Prototype could then be
compared to a prediction based on an OTPA using both input signals and transfer functions
from the Gmunden measurements.

The results of the above described procedure show whether a prediction based on the transfer
characteristics of the TramLink Prototype capture the key components from the altered Gmunden
TramLink. As the effect of a design change could only be roughly estimated, the result will also
reflect the validity of that estimation. The following table summarizes the important findings from
the validation procedure.

Table 18: Summary of findings from the validation procedure
Section

Prediction

Validation

3.1.5

Results from an OTPA model build
from measurements on the
Gmunden TramLink (transfer
characteristics and input signals
from Gmunden). Structure-borne
sound dominates with rolling noise
and engine/gearbox having the
largest contributions.

The prediction model is capable of predicting the
interior sound levels within a 3 dB margin. The
frequency matching is sufficiently good for
auralisation. At higher frequencies the precision
declines. (This result forms the basis for all further
comparisons in our reversed validation approach.)
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Section

Prediction

Validation

3.2.2

Interior sound levels calculated from
input signals (source
representations) of the Gmunden
measurements and fed to the model
from the TramLink Prototype. The
OTPA model had to be adjusted to
account for the fewer source
representations in Gmunden.

The predicted sound levels exceed the reality
significantly. This is due to the improved damping,
absorption and sealing in the newer TramLink design
from Gmunden, which has not yet been taken into
consideration. The source and path ranking shows
that improvements were largely made for structureborne sound originating from the bogie.

3.2.4

Prediction using source input signals
from Gmunden and the transfer
functions from the OTPA model of
the Prototype (Valencia). The
transfer characteristics were altered
according to the information
available. The FIR filter method
from deliverable 3.1 was applied.

The overall interior sound prediction matches the
expected sound levels sufficiently well (within
margins of 3 dB). Due to lack of knowledge regarding
the exact impact of the design changes and the
changes in general, this result has some uncertainty
to it. The source and path ranking shows that the
most important design changes were considered. To
further improve the prediction and reduce the
uncertainty, more detailed information would have to
be available for the changes, i.e. from separate tests
or simulations.

3.2.5

Prediction of interior sound levels
for a measurement with only the
HVAC unit as a source. Model and
source input signals from the
TramLink Prototype (Valencia); with
and without compressor operation.

Prediction of sound signal and frequency composure
(plotted as auto power spectrum) matches well to the
ones obtained from microphone recordings. The
results show that the individual source and path
contribution ranking works in this scenario.
Consequently the synthesis may be used in
auralisation tests.

3.2.6

Instead of using all transfer
functions deducted from an OTPA
model and operational
measurements, hammer impact test
provided additional transfer
functions (to the interior
microphone) which were
transformed into transmissibility
functions to replace the structureborne path representations in the
Gmunden OTPA model. Cross talk
contributions were cancelled.

The prediction based on transfer functions obtained
from hammer impact test can highly under- or
overestimate the actual sound levels. This is largely
due to
1) the bad signal to noise ratio impact hammer
tests provide on large structures (for deducting
acoustic transfer functions - Operations will
generally have significantly higher excitation
energies.)
2) the phase relation from separate source
contribution points is not regarded in hammer
impact tests. This leads to predictions
typically overestimating the reality.
Results may be improved by only considering the
dominant sources and paths, as this leads to less
added up noise contributions and fewer independent
source terms that may not have matching phases.
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Section

Prediction

Validation

3.2.7

Transfer functions are calculated
from different configurations and
excitations. Mobility functions are
calculated from hammer impact
between force and recorded
velocity. Transmissibility functions
are obtained from OTPA – CTC
procedures both from hammer and
operational excitations.

Transmissibility functions from the two different
excitation modes compare better at lower
frequencies. Mobility functions only resemble the
trend of the transmissibility functions at short
distances between excitation and response position.
The findings suggest, that hammer impact excitations
are insufficient in inducing sufficient vibrational
energy to large structures as trains.

3.1.2 Measurements in Gmunden
Following the first measurement campaign from September 2017 in Valencia (Spain), a second
smaller campaign took place in July 2018 in Gmunden (Austria). The first measurement campaign
had the goal to establish the necessary input database to build an OTPA model on, while the
second one was meant to work as a case study for validation. The test object was in both cases a
tram vehicle manufactured by Stadler Valencia (STAV). The vehicle in the first campaign was the
prototype that provided the basis for the design of the second vehicle, which was one of a series
of vehicles delivered by STAV to the Stern & Hafferl Verkehrsgesellschaft operating the rail line
Vorchdorf - Gmunden. Although the prototype and the Gmunden vehicle were conceptually
equivalent, the later had undergone some major design changes.
3.1.3 Differences between models and tracks in Valencia (Spain) and Gmunden (Austria)
Due to confidentiality reasons no detailed designs are shown in this report. The following list of
changes in Table 19 is based on information provided by STAV, dimensional drawings as well as on
observations made by MBBM.
Table 19. Documented design changes and their expected impact on the OTPA model
Design changes

Expected effect

Relevance
to OTPA

Cushioned seats

Higher absorption  shorter reverberation times

Low

Stiffened roof and various other
sections (i.e. welded layer with
slightly higher mass on roof
panel)

Higher resilience at mounting points for sources 
elastic coupling works better
Smaller displacements from forced vibration  less
secondary sound radiation
Added structural damping  mitigation of
transferred vibrational energy
Resonances shifted to higher frequencies  some get
shifted into regimes were absorption or damping is
more effective

High
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Relevance
to OTPA

Design changes

Expected effect

Alignment of cross-ties with
mounting points

Higher resilience at mounting points for sources 
elastic coupling works better (higher damping)

High

Perforated plate and absorption
material removed from
underfloor

Less absorption for sound generated from the main
sound sources (wheel-rail contact and
engine/gearbox)  more sound transmitted through
the floor into the interior

Medium

Floor changed from single layer
to sandwich with rubber core

Added damping
Less secondary sound

Medium

Trailer car with only 1 door and
two windows instead of 2 doors
and 1 window

Reduction of relative area with door seals  less
weak spots for sound transmission

Low

Window glass changed from
single to composite

Sound reduction characteristics unknown

Low

Absorption material added in
between side walls and panels

Potentially less sound transmission (dependent on
weak spots)

Low

New HVAC unit

Unknown, as no specifics of that source are known
Potentially less structure-borne and airborne sound
due to better decoupling and less sound generation
from fan and compressor

Medium

New traction motor and gearbox

Potential shifts in engine/gearbox rotational
frequencies  unknown contributions

High

Converters were tuned for
reduced electric noise

Unknown

Low

Cooling unit fan speed
reduced/adjusted

Less airborne sound generation

Low

Bellows: exterior layer closed in
the lower area

Higher sound reduction due to double wall

Medium

The entirety of design changes made it difficult to address individual changes in detail, i.e. by
calculating the shift in resonance frequencies due to increasing the stiffness of separate parts in
the vehicle. Instead the intentions for these design changes and the expected effects of the most
relevant changes were taken as indication. The major modifications were those of stiffening the
structure and adding absorption and damping. As airborne sound transmission is highly dependent
on weak spots (sealed openings, junctures, etc.) and was secondary to structure-borne sound in
the analysis of the prototype, it was at first not being addressed in the current validation of the
OTPA model. To capture the mitigation effect from the stiffening and the added absorption and
damping FIR filters according to 5.2.2. of deliverable 3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018) were designed
that had little damping at lower frequencies and more attenuation at higher frequencies. The
exact shape of the filters and its applications are discussed in section 3.2.
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Furthermore, a full operational transfer path analysis was carried out for the Gmunden setup and
measurements to work as a baseline for comparisons.
3.1.4 Measurement setup for the OTPA on a Gmunden tram vehicle
The validation measurements at the tram vehicle operated on the Vorchdorf - Gmunden line were
set up as closely matching as possible to the setup of the Valencia measurements described in
deliverable 3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018). However, to reduce the complexity of the actual
measurements, the installation time and therefore the inconveniences to the Stern & Hafferl
Verkehrsgesellschaft, the number of measurement points (MP) was reduced. The following Table
20 lists the sources and paths regarded (these were kept equal to the Valencia measurements but
for microphones on the outside panels and additional ones on the underfloor) and indicates the
change in number of measurement points chosen for the source or path representation.
Generally, in the choice of measurement positions it was attempted to remove only duplicate
representations (judged from the Valencia measurements) or those representing sources and paths
with little impact on the expected result. This meant that the number of microphones on sources
and in transmission paths could be reduced from a total of 51 to 23. The number of accelerometers
representing the sources and transfer paths for structure-borne vibration were often reduced by
choosing only a subset of the mounting or joining points as representatives. This was done with
the expectation of still maintaining the largest representation characteristics from the source.
These choices pose a possible source of errors, if the individual mounting points from the same
source act fundamentally different (i.e. from having different impedances) then the new
representation are unable to capture the true average dynamics. The number of structural
mounting/joints considered in the Gmunden setup was 17. All but the transformer representation
point had the 3 translational degrees of freedom accounted for, for a total of 49 independent
acceleration signals.
Table 20. Description of sources/paths and changes in number of representing acceleration
sensors or microphones

Acronym
ab. sec.

Changes in # MPs
Valencia 
Gmunden
12  12

Description of source/path
Acceleration induced into car body at secondary spring

B/D_coupl.

99

Coupling element between driving and trailer car

cooling_unit

63

Mounting of engine cooling unit to the roof of driving car

cross_damper

66

Damper from bogie to car body horizontal and crossed to
driving direction

dampler_car_D

63

Damper between trailer and driving car (accelerometer on
trailer)

HVAC

15  9

Mounting points of HVAC on roof of trailer car

pullpush

66

Push/pull rods from bogie to car body
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Acronym

Changes in # MPs
Valencia 
Gmunden

Description of source/path

trafo

41

Mounting of transformer on the roof of driving car

M_wheel

44

Microphones close to wheel/rail contact

M_gearbox

22

Microphone close to gearbox and engine

M_gangway

21

Microphones below the gangway/bellow

M_underfloor

41

Microphones on the underfloor of driving car

M_bellow

43

Microphones at the sides of the bellow

M_B_doors

42

Microphones on the doors of driving car

M_B_windows

42

Microphones on the windows of driving car

M_D_doors

42

Microphones on the doors of trailer car

M_D_windows

42

Microphones on the windows of trailer car

m_cooling_air

11

Microphone in the air duct coming from the HVAC

M_cooler

21

Microphones close to the cooler unit on the roof

M_HVAC

62

Microphones around the HVAC unit on the roof

SBN

Sum of the total contributions from structure-borne sound

ABN

Sum of the total contributions from airborne sound

OTPA

OTPA synthesis of the sound signal at reference position

Orig

Sound recording at reference position
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Figure 22. Upper left: Ballasted track from the Vorchdorf – Gmunden line. Bottom left: results
from the roughness measurement on the rail head at the entrance to Kirchham (on a good and a
bad rail section). Middle: Assessment of the rail head condition on the part of the line analysed
from measurement m_2 (red = bad, green = good). Right: velocity profile along the travelled line
for the analysed part of measurement m_2 (purple > 45 km/h > turquoise > 35 km/h).

Again, only a section of the tram vehicle was equipped, the remaining part being acoustically
sealed off through a separating wall, similar to the setup described in deliverable 3.1 (DESTINATE,
June 2018). The interior sound recording (response) positions were chosen as equal to the Valencia
setup. The wheel tread was measured using the m|wheel device. All wheels were found to be in
good condition and hence their impact could be neglected. The rail head again was assessed
indirectly through measurements at the axle boxes and GPS recordings and calibration
measurements using the m|trolley. Results of the rail roughness assessment are shown in Figure
22 alongside a picture of the track and the speed profile for the analysed section of the track from
measurement m_2.
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A total of 8 measurements were recorded on different parts of the track (partially overlapping)
and at different driving speeds for the tram. Also, the HVAC unit was varied in operation to obtain
changes in the excitation from the tram roof section. In the following, the main measurement
focused on is m_2 as it contained various excitation states from acceleration, cruising at maximum
speed and running on good and bad rail sections. To build an OTPA model for the Gmunden
TramLink m_3 from a different part of the line was used in conjunction with m_8, which contained
a measurement at standstill.
3.1.5 Results and analysis of the measurements
From the measurements taken on the Gmunden tram an OTPA model was built (using measurement
m_3 to calculate the transfer functions from) to assess the contributions of the represented
sources to the interior sound field measured at the response positions. This procedure is analogous
to the description of work from chapter 5 in deliverable 3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018). Due to
confidentiality reasons, no correct absolute sound values are shown.
Figure 23 shows the OTPA result for 130 seconds of measurement m_2 at which the tram was
travelling at a near constant speed of 50 km/h. The bottom left shows the train speed from the
analysed part of measurement m_2 (green), the recorded sound level at the response position M24
(red) and the synthesised sound level at the same position (blue). M24 therein corresponded to
the response position M46 in the Valencia measurements. The synthesis is calculated from the
input sensor signals of all microphones and accelerometers within the measurements of m_2 in
combination with the transfer matrix derived from measurements m_3 and m_8 beforehand. The
top depicts the auto power spectrum (APS) of the recording (right) and the synthesis (left). On the
bottom right the contributions to the synthesis are shown for the selected time interval. The
contribution analysis (calculated as bandpass over the entire duration from 5 Hz to 3 kHz) indicates
that engine and rolling noise are the main sources for sound generation and that structure-borne
contributions dominate the interior sound levels.
The above measurement result, while giving information on source contributions and overall weak
spots, is primarily used as a reference for the simulation of design changes.
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Figure 23. OTPA result for the Gmunden tram vehicle. APS of synthesised and recorded signal in
upper part, sound levels and tram speed in bottom left and source contributions on bottom
right. Structure-borne contributions dominate.

3.2 OTPA simulation and correlation with the Gmunden results
3.2.1 Comparability of vehicles and boundary conditions
To proceed with the validation it is vital to consider all differences both in vehicle design, as well
as from operation and boundary conditions such as track layout and acoustic surrounding.
All known design changes and their expected impact on the OTPA model are listed in Table 19.
Due to confidentiality reasons no detailed designs are shown in this report. The list of changes in
Table 19 is based on information provided by STAV, dimensional drawings as well as on
observations made by MBBM.
Figure 24 shows pictures of some of these changes, notably the underfloor covered with a
perforated plate and absorption material on the prototype (upper left) and without perforated
plate and absorption but with continuously sealed steel floor on the Gmunden tram (bottom left).
Middle and right displays the HVAC mounting points and roof panels from prototype (middle) and
Gmunden tram (right).
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Figure 24. Upper left: Prototype underfloor covered with perforated plate and absorption
material. Bottom left: Continuously sealed steel floor on Gmunden tram. Middle: HVAC mounting
and flat roof panel on prototype. Right: HVAC mounting and perforated roof on Gmunden tram.
The two vehicles are operated in highly different surroundings (see Figure 25). The prototype was
run on the Valencia tram network (line 4) on a grooved rail with narrow housings and partially
mixed traffic. In contrast, the Vorchdorf – Gmunden line runs through some small villages and up
and down cross-country. The line itself has a ballasted track with section wise misaligned welding
joints and frequent crossings from dirt roads. The prototype thus had the reflective ground in
combination with more absorption material in the underfloor section. The absorption of the ballast
bed might balance out the fact that the Gmunden tram had this absorption material removed.

Figure 25. Operation of prototype on grooved track system with narrow housings (top).
Operation of Gmunden tram on ballasted track across small villages and country side (bottom).
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For both vehicles, the wheel sets equipped were measured and found to be in good condition,
such that they could be disregarded in the following. The rail head assessment in both campaigns
had revealed sections in the track with good running surfaces and with bad ones (largely in sections
with stops, crossings, signals and mixed traffic, as well as cross-country parts that are less well
maintained).
3.2.2 Validation approach
For the actual prediction of design changes, the OTPA model from Valencia (transfer matrix) was
used. The model could then be adapted through applying FIR filters as representatives of the
design changes. This should be compared to a second OTPA model for the Gmunden TramLink,
which was build using the measurements m_3 and m_8 from the 2018 measurement campaign at
Gmunden. To make this comparison the first OTPA model from Valencia with its FIR filter
modifications had to use input data from the Gmunden measurements. Ideally, a validation would
run on the same track and at comparable conditions but this was not possible within the project.
To be able to compare the two OTPA results (from Valencia and from Gmunden) the same
measurement m_2 was used to feed the synthesis, however the synthesis using the transfer matrix
from the Valencia OTPA was altered through adding in FIR filters representing the design changes.
Due to the lower number of acceleration sensors and microphones in the Gmunden measurement
campaign, the synthesis from the Valencia OTPA had to be altered to work with the reduced
number of input signals. This was done based on matching measurement positions were possible
and only if not applicable by averaging.
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Figure 26. Comparison of predictions from the Gmunden OTPA model (left) and the Prototype
(Valencia) OTPA model. Both models use recording from m_2 of Gmunden as input at its sources.
Figure 26 shows the comparison of the OTPA prediction from the Gmunden model to one calculated
using the transfer characteristics from the earlier measurements in Valencia. Both use the same
input signals as source representations. Clearly the TramLink Prototype overestimates the interior
noise significantly. This is in accordance with the discussion from the previous sections that would
attest the interior of the Gmunden TramLink higher damping, absorption and sealing than the
TramLink Prototype. The difference is largely attributable to structure-borne sound from the bogie
(rolling contact and engine/gearbox excitations).
3.2.3 Modelling the design changes with FIR filters
The main impact from the design changes to the OTPA model built on the basis of the prototype
are expected to come from the increased stiffness, higher damping and added absorption. Due to
the numerous design changes and unknown effect, these would have on the individual mountings
and joints, a generalist approach was chosen. It was assumed that especially structure points with
elastic couplings would benefit from the increased stiffness and improved alignments from
crossties with mountings. This assumption is based on the findings from the Valencia
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measurements, which revealed weaknesses particular for structure-borne excitations. It had been
communicated by STAV that this was addressed by design changes in Gmunden vehicle with the
target to significantly lower the interior sound level. This implies that care must have been taken
to not introduce new weak spots, i.e. regions with high sound transmission or mismatching elastic
elements for structure-borne sound sources. Hence, only positive changes were assumed.
The level of information available as well as the complexity of the problem for breaking down the
entirety of the design changes to their impact on individual sources suggested an approach based
on experience and independent measurement results. As an example, the effect of closing the
outer layer of the bellow on the underfloor was approximated from measurements on bellows with
double layer regions and single layers. The averaged sound reduction from three measurements
on such gangway systems was transformed into a FIR filter (right on Figure 27) applied to the
microphone input signal below the gangway. Peaks resulting from i.e. coincidence frequencies
were not averaged out sufficiently at this small sample size. The exact form of the filter would
depend on multiple parameters such as the dynamic stiffness of the two bellows from the
prototype and the Gmunden tram as well as their effective area mass and distance from the two
layers.
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Figure 27. Left: Acceleration FIR filter function applied to input signals at structure joints with
elastic elements simulating the increased stiffness and damping from the design changes. Right:
Sound pressure FIR filter applied to input signal at bellow floor, simulating the change from
single layer to double wall.
For all the support structures of elastic couplings, an overall improvement was assumed particular
at higher frequencies. The effect of an increased dynamic stiffness was approximated from a
logarithmically growing loss term and a damping of about 10 dB at 1 kHz. The corresponding FIR
filter is displayed on the left in Figure 27 as a linear decrease per octave band. The choice for this
kind of behaviour is based on the fact that multiple relations in the field of structural dynamics
and acoustics approximate this form, such as i.e. dynamic stiffness of many elastic elements as
well as the sound transmission loss displayed above. The loss of 10 dB at 1 kHz is arbitrary and
purely chosen due to being somewhat an optimistic target value for STAV in their intent to lower
interior sound levels.
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With this, the dominant contributors from the Valencia OTPA have been addressed. It may be
argued that a stiff coupling such as from driving and trailer car or at the push and pull rods may
also have been affected by the changes to the structure, but the impact on these is expected to
be less. Furthermore, the engine and gearbox were exchanged and as one of the dominant sources,
this is of high importance to the operational transfer path analysis. However, no detailed
information is available for operational frequencies or free velocities/blocked forces of either
engine/gearbox. The structure-borne vibrations induced into the car body from engine/gearbox
are represented at the measurement point above the secondary spring; hence, they may only be
separated from vibrations induced from the wheel-rail contact by considering additional
information such as rail roughness. The airborne sound contributions can be separated. What this
looks like in the synthesis is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Modified synthesis using the transfer matrix from the Valencia OTPA and the
measurement m_2 from the Gmunden campaign as input. FIR filters represent the most
important design changes.
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3.2.4 Results and analysis of the comparison
Figure 29 shows the result from a synthesis for measurement m_2 of the Gmunden campaign using
the transfer functions from the Valencia prototype and the above-described filters to represent
the design changes. The simulation is compared to the synthesis for the same input signals and
the calculated transfer characteristics of the Gmunden tram. Due to confidentiality reasons, no
correct absolute sound values are shown.
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Figure 29. Validation result showing the APS, sound pressure levels and contributions of the
synthesised sounds from the prediction based on the prototype (TFValencia_mod) in comparison
to those from the Gmunden tram (TFm3).
Strictly speaking, the above comparison is one of two simulations; however, we have some
confidence in the synthesis using the Gmunden transfer characteristics, due to the good match in
the OTPA result from 3.1.5. The band-pass diagram displaying the source ranking should be viewed
with some more caution. But there as well we shall at least take the main contributors as granted
for validating the prediction. With this in mind we observe some partially well matching sound
levels and some smaller but distinct differences in the APS plots (particularly in the vertical lines).
In the band-pass diagram with the contribution ranking, the dominant structure-borne sound
sources and paths roughly match and as structure-borne sound dominates the interior sound levels,
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these are matching as well. The FIR filter representations are meeting the targets but for the
transformer unit and the HVAC. Both of these had the structure-borne vibration representation on
the source side, thereby assigning the transfer characteristics of the elastic coupling to the
structure. Within the redesign, the structure was stiffened and elastic elements were exchanged.
The mismatch may be attributed to either a local effect such as changes in the support stiffness
and resilience of the coupling or a bad representation of the actual frequency content using the
transfer functions from the Valencia OTPA. The second is possible if the excitations from
operations did not cover the entire frequency range and hence the derived transfer function is
only representing the structure well at frequencies, where there had been enough vibrational
energy to raise the signal (at receiving position) above the background noise. This causes loss of
coherence if the frequencies are shifted, an effect that particularly impact hammer testing faces
on large structures if the excitation energy is too low or if variances in the impact position cause
excitation of different modes (see following chapter on source characterisation). We could say the
determination of the transfer function is incomplete. Additionally, the new structure itself may
have its structural resonances shifted in respect to the original structure and hence the transfer
of vibrational energy is not reproduced by the approximated simple filters in Figure 27. For a full
representation, the FIR filters would have to account for the shift in both resonance and
operational/rotational frequencies. To avoid incomplete transfer functions, the set of operational
excitations taken into account for determining the transfer paths could be complemented with
broadband excitations such as from impact hammer tests. This could help to circumvent the
calculation procedure to operate only on input signals generated from structure-borne
sound/vibration in some frequency regions.
It should be noted that basing the determination of the transfer functions purely on operational
excitations is reliable and valid to reproduce the characteristics of the current structure and
sources under inspection. Minor changes to sources and structures can then be approximated using
the above-described FIR filter method in the synthesis. Where possible, sources should have their
representations for structure-borne vibration on the structure and not on the source. To prevent
noise terms from dominating some of these representations, impact hammer excitations could be
used to complement operational excitations. Only where restrictions on space, time or safety
would make complementing measurements impossible should one consider moving those
representations onto the source.
3.2.5 Validation of the source contribution ranking
With source or path separation playing a central role in both the standard operational transfer
path analysis from deliverable 2.1 (DESTINATE, July 2017) and 3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018), as well
as the evaluation and validation of design changes, the question arising is how reliable are the
contribution analysis and the ranking of sources and paths.
To validate the source contribution ranking we consider two measurements from the Valencia
campaign. In both the vehicle was driving in the same section on the same track with a constant
speed of 25 km/h. In one, the HVAC-unit was switched off and in the second operated on
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maximum. We expect to obtain comparable results for both measurements running an OTPA
synthesis and contribution analysis but for the source and path representations of the HVAC-unit.
Figure 30 depicts spectral-time plots (APS) of the recorded sound and of the synthesis for the
interior reference point M48 (closest to the HVAC air inlet and furthest away from the bogie –
corresponds to M26 in the Gmunden measurements). The upper row is for the test run at 25 km/h
without HVAC operation and the bottom row with HVAC operated at maximum. The track was
straight with partial corrugation and a switch (rail interrupted) that causes the impact
characteristic at about 60 seconds (horizontal line). In the recording and the synthesis of the
measurement with HVAC operation, vertical lines are clearly visible. These lines are attributed to
the operation of the HVAC compressor and fans. Without HVAC operation, there will still be
excitation from the suspended masses and springs (elastic elements).
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Figure 30. Spectral time plot (APS) of the interior sound recorded and synthesised for the
reference position M48 in the trailer car without (top) and with (bottom) HVAC operation.
Operational frequencies for the compressor are clearly visible.
Figure 31 displays the result of the comparison from two constant speed measurements at 25 km/h
one with and the other without HVAC operation (same measurements as in Figure 30). The impact
excitation from rolling over the switch shows up in the overall sound level on the bottom left as a
short peak. The interior reference position is M48, the microphone closest to HVAC and air inlet.
HVAC operation increases the induced structure-borne vibration at the HVAC mounts for
frequencies of compressor and fan operation (as well as higher harmonics), the exterior sound
radiation from the HVAC unit and the sound emitted into the cooling air duct. This is indeed found
in the contribution analysis on the bottom right. The fact that the HVAC related sources and paths
are the only ones displaying significant changes between the measurements with and without
HVAC operation, gives us some confidence in the derived transmissibility functions to be indeed
representative of the structure. All the important HVAC modes must have correctly been
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attributed to the sources and paths from the HVAC in the single value decomposition (SVD) process
that lies at the heart of determining the transfer functions.
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Figure 31. Result of the comparison from a constant speed measurement at 25 km/h with (red)
and without HVAC operation (blue). HVAC operation increases the overall sound level at
reference position M48 and is the sole cause for significant changes in the contribution analysis
on the bottom right. CH131 represents the speed.
In the above example, the source had a clear impact on the overall sound level (being one of the
dominant contributors). That the derivation of transfer characteristics still works even if the
sources and contributing paths are not dominant at the receiving sound position shows the same
analysis done for the reference position M46 in Figure 32.
At reference position M46, the characteristic HVAC frequencies are masked by the sound from the
driving noise (rolling contact excitations as well as engine/gearbox). The overall sound level is
largely unaffected by HVAC operation and the contribution analysis again is unchanged but for the
sources and paths related to the HVAC, which reflects our expectations.
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Figure 32. Comparison of the two measurements with and without HVAC operation for interior
reference point M46 at which the HVAC contribution to the overall sound level was insignificant.
Still the individual contribution analysis (bottom right) displays the expected results.
3.2.6 Using impact hammer transfer functions in the sound synthesis
In addition to the transmissibility’s derived from the OTPA measurements, the inertance
(acceleration/force) transfer functions were determined for all structure-borne representation
points using impact hammer excitation. The impact hammer tests were carried out in the workshop
on a standstill tram. For the tests, a PCB 086D20 impact hammer was used in conjunction with a
medium plastic tip. All accelerometers and the interior microphones were recorded on each
impact excitation, such that a cross talk cancelation (CTC) could be applied. Care was taken not
to have unnecessary background noise and the doors and windows of the vehicle were closed at
all times. In the CTC, the individual impact hammer recordings with all the acceleration sensors
and the interior microphones were combined and transformed into a single transmissibility matrix
similar to those obtained from operational tests. Within the synthesis, this was used in conjunction
with the OTPA-based transfer functions for the airborne sound sources (see Figure 33).
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Figure 33. Synthesis based on acoustic transfer functions (sound pressure/force) obtained within
an impact hammer test applied to all structure-borne representations in place of the transfer
functions from the OTPA.
In Figure 34, the result of the synthesis for m_2 using transfer functions from the hammer impact
tests is shown. There are some notable differences both in the simulated overall sound power
level and the contribution ranking as well as in the frequency-time plots (APS). The overall sound
level seems to only match well where there is broadband excitation (from rail head defects). In
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the time interval from approximately second 260 to 270 the tram was running on a track section
with good rail condition (hence there is little excitation from the rolling contact) and no traction
was used (the engine/gearbox frequency lines are discontinued and hence there was little
excitation from this source as well). Here the synthesis using impact hammer derived transfer
functions is less than expected while basically at other times the overall sound level predicted
exceeds the expected one considerably.
In addition, the APS of the simulated interior sound pressure using the transfer functions from
hammer tests displays stronger modal characteristics, which are not found in the original recording
or the synthesis from the transfer characteristics derived exclusively from the OTPA. We may
complement our observations by studying the relative differences in the contribution ranking. As
the airborne contributions are calculated from using OTPA based transfer functions in both cases,
no significant differences are expected. This can be observed to be true in the band-pass filtered
contribution ranking on the bottom right of Figure 34. The structure-borne sound sources in
contrast are shown to contribute considerably less in the case of the acoustic transfer functions
derived from impact hammer tests while the total sound pressure level is exceeding the prediction
from the OTPA synthesis. In addition, the difference in the individual contribution strength is
larger for sources further away from the response microphone position.
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Figure 34. Comparison of the synthesis partially based on acoustic transfer functions derived
from impact hammer tests to one based purely on OTPA transmissibilities.
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In the operational transfer path analysis the phase relation between different paths and for
independent sources are taken into account from the simultaneous recording of input and receiver
signals. Therefore, if modes from different sources contribute to the same frequencies, there will
be interference effects. In the case of the transfer functions derived from impact hammer test
the phase relation between independent sources is not captured and hence all contributors are
implicitly counted as to have the same phase at the receiver position. In the above contribution
ranking the individual structure-borne sound sources determined within the synthesis using
hammer transfer functions could therefore add up to the same total interior sound level despite
contributing less than those from the regular OTPA. It must be noted that in order to approximately
match interior sound levels a cross-talk cancelation procedure had been run on the impact hammer
results that discarded contributions from weaker modes.
The vertical line at 1450 Hz in the APS on the upper right in Figure 34 represents an engine/gearbox
rotationally frequency which is absent in the interior recording (Figure 23) and only weakly
developed in the OTPA synthesis. This is a forced vibration found on almost all input signals but
that is efficiently damped down in the transmission to the interior reference position. The OTPA
is able to account for the strong cross-talking and the left over contributions of modes contributing
to this frequency do not have the same phase. The synthesis using impact hammer derived transfer
functions (with a CTC performed on them) superimposes small contributions from many sources to
create this artificial interference problem due to purely a matching of phases.
A further point to consider while comparing operational transfer paths and those determined insitu using external excitations is the effect of load on the dynamic stiffness of resilient elements
and the entire structure. While there are some errors in the OTPA approach from assuming linear
relationships between all sources and the receiver, there are errors in assuming the same dynamic
behaviour for a standstill train and one under load. It as well is unclear how to consider phase
related effects such as interference and the correct cross-talking between different sources and
paths in methodologies with focus on standstill tests and classical TPA.
3.2.7 Comparability of transmissibility transfer functions and mobility
As source characterisation methodologies (see deliverable 2.1 (DESTINATE, July 2017) and 3.1
(DESTINATE, June 2018)) oftentimes rely on transfer functions derived from impact hammer
excitations, i.e. to derive the free velocities, a short discussion on the comparability between
these and the transmissibility functions derived in OTPA may be appropriate. For this, an OTPA
analysis (CTC) was run where instead of the interior microphones an acceleration sensor on the
structure was taken for a reference. The resulting transfer functions are transmissibility functions
between the reference point on the structure and all source representations. The results are
viewed as velocity over acceleration to be of proportional dimension as a mobility function (but
for a mass term). Additionally the accelerometer signals from the impact hammer measurements
were used in the same way to acquire transmissibility functions without operational excitation
just from hammer impact. Finally, mobility transfer functions were deducted from the impact
hammer tests. Figure 35 shows the transfer functions determined from impact hammer excitations
and operation for a reference point on the roof of the Gmunden tram close to the HVAC front right
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mounting position (HVAC fr ri car). Four response positions are plotted, one on the source’s front
right mount (measuring across the elastic coupling), one on the opposite side of the HVAC unit on
the source (HVAC rear left), one on the same car but in the floor region (damper car C left) and
one across the car coupling on the structure above the secondary spring (ab. sec rr le). The two
transmissibility functions (blue from the operational and red from impact excitations) resemble
each other to a certain degree at lower frequencies, but significantly diverge at high frequencies.
The mobility transfer functions only show proportional behaviour for the closest excitation points.
There is a scaling factor from the additional mass term in the mobility function (velocity over
force) that is absent in the transmissibility functions (velocity over acceleration).
The transmissibility functions calculated from hammer impact excitation tests drop of at higher
frequencies. This suggests that there had not been sufficient signal left to distinguish the recorded
response signal from pure noise terms at higher frequencies. The effect is further amplified by
applying cross talk cancelation procedure in the CTC. The mobility transfer functions follow the
trend of the OTPA derived transmissibility functions rather than those from hammer excitation.
For excitation positions further away from the reference position, there is little to not signal left
in the mobility functions. It should be doubted that these are viable to represent the structures
transfer characteristics. We may conclude that for larger structures such as trains it is vital to
have sufficient excitation energy to deduct the transfer functions.
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Figure 35. Comparison of mobility transfer functions (black) acquired from impact hammer
excitation to transmissibility functions calculated between acceleration points from OTPA (blue)
and transformed impact hammer tests.

3.3 Conclusions and recommendations for future developments in
noise modelling
Some general conclusions and recommendations shall be given here. For a more detailed discussion
on limitations and advantages that specifically relate to the methodologies, the reader is kindly
asked to consult deliverable 2.1 (DESTINATE, July 2017) through 4.1 and read up on all parts
related to interior noise prediction and source characterisation.
3.3.1 OTPA based interior noise prediction
The operational transfer path analysis models the train structure and receiver source relations
solely through transfer functions. It derives these transfer characteristics from the actual
operation of the train and simultaneous measurements at all relevant sources and paths. The main
benefits of this approach are:
•

Fast identification of the main contributors to the interior sound at reference position.
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•

Ranking of contributions (by source/path) within a selectable frequency-time window (i.e.
studying overall sound levels or the individual resonances).

•

Easy simulation of design changes to individual paths and sources (where the effect of the
change to the transfer path can be estimated).

•

The excitations required to derive the transfer characteristics come from operation and
thereby consider the system in an appropriate state regarding strength of excitation,
frequency range, phase and load dependent dynamics.

•

Time-domain based modelling with audible outputs.

All of the above points could also be established from the OTPA model built within DESTINATE.
Overall, the OTPA was found to work well and to be adaptable to model changes either to the
operating condition or to the train itself with the help of appropriate filters added into the
synthesis. However, it was also found that there are some limitations to the application of OTPA
models to predictions. The main ones are
•

OTPA is an experimentally based model that requires a test object to build it from.

•

Major design changes (significant altering the dynamics of the structure) cannot be
modelled precisely from transfer functions derived on the original structure. The required
filters representing the changes would have to take into account the shift of all modes as
well as their strength and phase.

•

The OTPA does not directly relate to a geometrical model but instead captures some of
those properties (i.e. attenuation over distance or relative length of different paths) in its
transfer functions. Larger changes to the dimensions of the test object alter the phase
relations and thereby may invalidate the existing set of transfer functions.

3.3.2 Incorporating OTPA into the assessment process of existing interior noise prediction
modelling
To make full use of the potential that an OTPA based model offers, the outputs should be used to
complement and feed existing prediction models. This is complicated where the models used are
built on geometric structures given physical properties (i.e. FEM, BEM or ray tracing), but more
promising on models already reliant on transfer functions (i.e. SEA or models requiring measured
input data). For the first group the OTPA may largely function as a mean to validate and update
the existing models, while for the second group it may additionally raise input data. In example
could OTPA be used to determine coupling functions in SEA simulations; although this would likely
require adapting both models the SEA model as well as the OTPA model to work on the same
interface sections of the structure.
In the assessment process focused on redesigning (optimisation) of existing vehicles and in
troubleshooting OTPA is highly beneficial by picturising the potential and therefore being able to
concentrate resources on targeting the most relevant contributors. OTPA may also help to specify
requirements for suppliers of i.e. auxiliary equipment. For this to work, exchange functions must
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be derived in the narrow band spectra for the operation of the original equipment on the train
and on a mock-up and for the operation of the original and new equipment on the same mock-up.
The sum of these exchange functions should then help to find appropriate FIR filters in the OTPA
synthesis representing the exchange of individual sources. It is important that the transmissibility
functions are then determined from excitations at all frequencies because else the shifted
resonances are not emphasised correctly.
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4 Part III: Validation and application of source characterisation
methodologies
Description and characterisation of typical railway sound sources is necessary to generate input
data for railway noise prediction tools. Acoustic predictions are needed throughout the design
process of a rail vehicle to meet acoustic requirements. In the process, manufacturers assign vibroacoustic targets to sound sources and sub-assemblies. Reliable methods for source characterisation
are essential to assign and monitor these targets.
Work package 4 applies measurement methods for airborne and structure-borne sound source
characterisation. The measurements are taken under real conditions in rail vehicles. Validation of
the measurement results is aimed for by comparison with standard methods or comparison of
prediction and measurements. The following chapter describes the measurement and validation
results. Feasibility and applicability of the methods are investigated with focus on application at
train level.

4.1 In-situ structure-borne sound source characterisation for an
HVAC unit mounted on a tram roof
4.1.1 Introduction
It is challenging to obtain reliable structure-borne sound source data. There are various methods
for structure-borne sound source characterisation. An overview and analysis is given in DESTINATE
Deliverable D2.1 (DESTINATE, July 2017). In order to use the source data for prediction of a new
design, receiver independent characterisation is essential. Structure-borne sound sources are
typically characterised at the coupling points where vibration is transmitted to the receiving
structure. For a complete, independent characterisation, the passive dynamic properties at the
source coupling points are needed (e.g. mobility) as well as the source activity (blocked force or
free velocity). Mobility measurement is straightforward and standardised in the ISO 7626 series
(ISO 7626-1, 2011). Therefore, the focus of structure-borne sound source characterisation in this
project lies on source activity measurement. It was found that in-situ measurement of blocked
forces is a practical method to cover a wide range of railway sources. Characterisation can be
done on a principally arbitrary receiver (e.g. the rail vehicle itself) so that the source does not
have to be disassembled. In comparison, free velocity measurement requires disassembling and is
not feasible for all sources (e.g. a motor cannot be operated with load application when it is
suspended or on very soft mountings). Direct blocked force measurement also requires
disassembling and a special test-bench. In WP3, in-situ measurement of blocked forces was carried
out for a typical railway source in an industrial environment. An HVAC unit on a tram roof was
chosen for investigation. WP4 aims at analysing the results and assessing the feasibility and
applicability of the selected source characterisation method.
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4.1.2 Measurement method and procedure for experimental validation
In-situ measurement of blocked forces: principle and specification
The in-situ method to measure blocked forces is described in (Elliot & Moorhouse, 2008) 3:
𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐−1 𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐

•

𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 : coupled velocity, vector containing the velocities at the source coupling points while
the source is mounted on a receiver, includes up to six degrees of freedom (dof) per
coupling point. The coupled velocities are measured simultaneously during source
operation. All other sources that would lead to relevant vibration at the coupling points in
the frequency range of interest must be turned off.

•

𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐 : coupled mobility, full mobility matrix measured at the coupling points while the source
is mounted on the receiver. Full matrix means that all transfer, cross and cross-transfer
mobility terms are measured.

•

𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 : vector containing the resulting blocked forces at the source coupling points.

All quantities are complex, which means that they have a magnitude and phase angle. It follows
that narrow-band data is used for the determination of blocked forces. The relevant frequency
range varies from source to source and has to be defined by the manufacturer. If specification is
given in third-octave bands, the narrow-band spectra should be averaged at the end of the
calculation. The number of dofs included in the measurement needs to be specified. Theoretically,
the more dofs included, the more complete is the source description and the more accurate the
determined blocked forces. It should be noted however, that this might increase measurement
time and complexity dramatically. For a source with four coupling points, including only one dof
leads to a coupled velocity vector with four elements and a coupled mobility matrix with 16
elements. If three dofs are included (e.g. all translational dofs), the coupled velocity vector has
12 elements and the coupled mobility matrix 144 elements. If all six dofs can be measured, the
coupled velocity vector has 24 elements and the coupled mobility matrix 576 elements.
Above equation is valid for a source coupled rigidly to a receiving structure. In practice, many
sources are connected through non-rigid coupling elements. To determine blocked forces with the
in-situ method non-rigid coupling elements may be assigned to being either part of the source or
part of the receiver. Figure 36 illustrates these two options.

3

The formula relates to the direct in-situ measurement of blocked forces. (Elliot & Moorhouse, 2008) also
describes in-situ measurement using remote positions. The remote measurement method is not investigated
further in the project.
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Figure 36. System boundaries that may be used to apply in-situ source characterisation with nonrigid coupling elements.
In-situ measurement of blocked forces: test setup
In DESTINATE, an HVAC unit mounted on a tram roof (on Stadler Rail Valencia TramLink prototype)
was chosen in order to investigate in-situ measurement of blocked forces under realistic
conditions. The setup is shown in Figure 37. The measurements were carried out in a maintenance
workshop (Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat Valenciana, FGV, Valencia rail urban operator). Standard
structure-borne sound measurement equipment was used (accelerometers, impact hammer,
multi-channel analyser). Note that many accelerometers and channels may be needed depending
on the number of coupling points and dofs to be included. The coupling elements are defined to
be part of the receiver (option b in Figure 36).

Figure 37. Tested HVAC-unit mounted on tram roof
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Measurement of coupled mobilities: An impact hammer was used for excitation. All translational
degrees of freedom in x, y and z-direction were measured using accelerometers. The full mobility
matrix was measured, meaning all point, cross, transfer and cross-transfer mobilities. Reciprocal
mobility terms were averaged resulting in a symmetric mobility matrix. This was found to give
better results than a non-symmetric matrix.
Measurement of coupled velocities: The coupled velocities at the coupling points were measured
during operation of the HVAC unit while the compressor was running. Because the control software
could not be accessed, it was not possible to define a specific working point. Temperature in the
vehicle changed in the course of the measurements. Thus, source operation changed from one run
to the other. To achieve comparability of different measurements, the operational time data and
spectra were analysed and a section was chosen that allows comparison of the different
measurements (matching peak frequencies).
Receiver modification: In a first step, the blocked forces were determined using metal blocks
(rigid coupling) between HVAC unit and tram roof. In a second step, the metal blocks were
exchanged to rubber blocks, thus modifying the receiver properties. Blocked force measurements
were carried out for both setups. The coupling elements are shown in Figure 38. Note that these
coupling elements were specially manufactured for the tests and are not the original coupling
elements.
Measurements at the modified receiver were carried out on a different day due to the time needed
to exchange the coupling elements. Temperature and humidity in the workshop changed in
between the measurements. Furthermore, the position of the sensors in y direction had to be
changed in order to ensure safe operation on the rubber elements. For more detailed information
on the measurement the interested reader is referred to Deliverable D3.1 (DESTINATE, June 2018).

Figure 38. Coupling elements manufactured with rubber and steel blocks to modify the receiver
properties
Procedure for experimental validation
A two-step approach was taken to validate the in-situ determination of blocked forces. First,
measurement quality was assessed using on-board validation. In a second step, the measurement
was repeated on a modified receiver to investigate transferability of the results to a different
receiver. The approaches are described below.
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On-board validation: On-board validation (OBV) can be used to check the quality of the in-situ
measurement of blocked forces, see for example (Moorhouse, et al., 2011), (Alber, et al., 2016).
For on-board validation, the operational velocity of an external validation point at receiver side
(𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) is predicted with the blocked force vector and measured transfer matrix from the coupling
points to the validation point (𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ):
𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 1 = 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 1 𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 1

The predicted velocity can be compared with the velocity measured during operation. To apply
on-board validation it is sufficient to mount an additional accelerometer at an external point. The
operational velocity at the external point is measured at the same time as the coupled velocities.
The transfer matrix to the validation point is measured at the same time as the coupled mobility
matrix. In spite of its name, on-board validation is not a true validation because the sourcereceiver system is not modified.
Exchange or modification of receiver: As mentioned before, in-situ measurement of blocked
forces can be done on a principally arbitrary receiving structure. That means that blocked forces
measured in-situ on different receivers should be the same. This transferability of blocked forces
can be investigated by changing or modifying the receiver structure. Modification means that the
passive dynamic properties (e.g. mobilities) of the receiver at the coupling points are sufficiently
different. In the project, receiver modification was achieved by changing the coupling elements
from metal to rubber blocks. Transferability can be verified by taking blocked forces determined
at one receiver to predict coupled velocities when the source is mounted on a modified receiver:
𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐, 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 1 = 𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐, 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 1 𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2

In the given case:

𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐, 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐, 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

For verification, the predicted coupled velocities can be compared to the measured coupled
velocities at all coupling points and for all dofs.
Modified on-board validation: Modified on-board validation (MOBV) is additionally investigated
because all necessary quantities are available from the measurements. This approach is similar to
on-board validation and termed MOBV in (Alber, et al., 2016):
𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 1 = 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 1 𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏, 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2

In the given case:

𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏, 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

Two external validation points were chosen for OBV and MOBV. One is located on the coupling
joint to the next wagon. The other point is located next to the mounting of coupling point 4. The
location of the validation points is shown in Figure 39. Figure 39 shows that the velocities at the
validation points were measured in all three translational directions. This was done for
completeness but is not further investigated here.
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Figure 39. Position of HVAC on tram, numbering of coupling points and location of validation
points
4.1.3 Validation of in-situ blocked force measurement
As described before, the coupled quantities were measured in all translational directions. It is
common in industrial practice to measure in z direction (direction normal to the surface) only.
Therefore, in a first step, blocked forces are calculated using only z components. In a second step,
all translational dofs are used to calculate blocked forces.
On-board validation
On-board validation is used to check the quality of the blocked forces measured in-situ on metal
blocks. Figure 40 shows the results of the on-board validation in narrow-band spectra. It was found
that the signal to noise ratio at the external points was not sufficiently large in the whole
frequency range. Therefore, in Figure 40, the predicted velocities are shown with and without
background noise added. For further analysis in third-octave bands, the spectra with added
background noise are used. For the external point on the coupling joint, results are only given up
to the 250 Hz band. For higher frequencies, mainly background noise was measured. This shows
that hammer impact tests carried out in noisy surroundings often do not provide sufficient
excitation energy to determine the transfer characteristics on larger structures. Larger hammers
are a solution if space allows for it.
If only z components are used, prediction of the velocity of an external validation point works
well. The prediction is better for the point near the mounting, which is located in close proximity
to the source. When all translational dofs are used to predict the external velocity, there is an
over-estimation in the lower frequency range. Theoretically, blocked force estimation should get
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better the more dofs are included. Therefore, this result seems unexpected. However, not only
the blocked forces are needed to predict the velocity but also the transfer function. The cross
terms of the transfer function matrix turned out to have low coherence explaining a large extent
of the differences of measured and predicted velocity.

Figure 40. Comparison of on-board validation results when using z components only and when
using x, y and z components; a) external point on coupling joint, b) external point near
mounting.
In order to facilitate comparison, third-octave band levels of the velocities with added background
noise were calculated and the level difference of predicted and measured velocity was calculated.
Positive values indicate an over-estimation and negative values an under-estimation of the
measured velocity. The results are shown in Table 21. To make the results easy to grasp, level
differences below +/- 1 dB are not coloured, results within a range of +/- 3 dB are coloured light
yellow, results within a range of +/- 5 dB are coloured orange and results that exceed a difference
of +/- 5 dB are coloured red.
From Table 21 it can be seen that prediction with z components works well (within +/- 3 dB) from
the 63 Hz band up to the 630 Hz band. For higher frequency bands, the velocity at the external
point is under-estimated. When all dofs are included in the calculation, prediction works well from
the 100 Hz band. In the lower frequency region, the velocity is over-estimated. This can partly be
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explained by low coherence of the cross transfer mobilities for excitation in x and y direction at
the coupling points and response in z direction at the external points. When only z-components of
the transfer matrix are used, over-estimation in the low frequency region is reduced for the
external point on the coupling joint. For the higher frequency region prediction works better when
all translational dofs are included.
Table 21. Third-octave-band level difference in dB between predicted and measured validation
velocity for on-board validation.
Centre frequency
in Hz
Compo-

50

63

80

100

125

160

200

250

315

400

500

630

800 1000

nents included
in prediction of Fbl

External point on coupling joint
z
xyz
xyz

4

4,7

-0,2

1,6

0,2

-1,4

-3,0

-0,8

0,6

6,9

10,0

5,5

2,5

0,8

0,5

-1,0

2,5

6,7

0,1

2,3

1,1

-2,0

1,0

0,3

-0,5

External point near mounting
z

1,0

-1,8

-0,7

-2,0

0,8

0,3

-0,2

0,5

-0,5

0,4

-0,2

-2,7

-4,2

-3,0

xyz

3,3

2,4

5,9

2,2

0,3

1,3

0,3

1,0

0,7

2,2

1,6

0,3

1,5

-0,5

xyz4

2,9

0,9

4,6

5,5

0,5

5,0

1,7

0,3

-0,8

1,9

1,1

-3,7

-2,9

-3,0

Validation with modified receiver
On-board validation can only be seen as a quality check for measurement of blocked forces. To
investigate transferability of blocked forces measured in-situ, the receiver was modified by
exchanging the metal blocks with soft rubber blocks. For the modified receiver, coupled velocities
can be predicted separately for each coupling point and dof. Here, coupled velocities measured
on rubber blocks are predicted using the blocked forces determined on metal blocks. Note, that
for a reliable verification the operating conditions have to be repeatable. As was mentioned
before, this was attempted by choosing measurement sections with matching peak frequencies.
However, the magnitudes of the dominant peaks varied somewhat from measurement to
measurement. Therefore, to a certain extent, the difference between measured and predicted
velocity is a result of differing operation conditions.
Figure 41 shows the prediction of coupled velocities in x, y and z direction at coupling point 4.
Coupling point 4 is chosen as example in order to compare the results with OBV and MOBV. It was
found that coupling point 4 influences the predicted velocities most at both external points. It can
be seen that peak frequencies match well, although some additional peaks are predicted that do
4

In this case, only the z components of transfer matrix and blocked forces were used to predict the
validation velocity. The blocked forces were calculated using all dofs.
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not occur in the measured spectra. Velocity in y-direction is under-estimated. This is likely due to
the fact, that the sensor position had to be changed in between the measurements.

Figure 41. Prediction of coupled velocities at coupling point 4; a) z-direction, b) x-direction, c)
y-direction.
The third-octave band level differences of measured and predicted velocities at coupling point 4
are compared in Table 22. In z-direction, the prediction lies within +/- 5 dB of the measured
velocity. In the higher frequency region, prediction works better when all translational dofs are
included in the calculation. Comparison with the x and y direction shows that the quality of
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prediction per frequency band varies. No pattern can be found that prediction in certain frequency
bands works generally better or worse.
The results indicate that the blocked forces measured on one receiver are transferable to another
receiver for the investigated case.
Table 22. Exemplary comparison of predicted coupled velocities at coupling point 4 in thirdoctave bands; level differences between predicted and measured velocities.
Center
frequency

50

63

80

100

125

160

200

250

315

400

500

630

800 1000

vc,z predicted
with z comp.

7,0

2,8

2,6

-1,4

-5,0

1,7

-3,8

2,8

3,3

1,2

-1,9

-1,8

-5,0

-3,3

vc,z predicted
with xyz comp.

6,5

-2,1

0,5

1,6

-3,7

3,0

-3,3

2,6

3,7

2,1

-2,0

0,4

0,6

-0,3

vc,x predicted
with xyz comp

5,5

-1,1

3,1

5,5

-3,4

1,0

4,0

-3,2

-0,6

1,7

-0,1

-1,3

-2,7

-3,1

vc,y predicted
with xyz comp

-2,6

-5,2

-3,0

2,8

-1,1

-1,9

-6,4

-2,1

0,9

-0,7

-1,1

-1,1

0,0

-5,2

Modified on-board validation
Table 23 shows the third-octave band level differences of measured and predicted validation
velocity. Similar to OBV, MOBV does not work well in the lower frequency region when all
translational dofs are included. This is expected, as the same transfer function with low coherence
was used as for OBV. It is interesting to note that in some cases MOBV works better than OBV,
especially for the external point on the coupling joint. This result is a further indication that the
blocked forces measured in-situ are transferable to a modified receiver.
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Table 23. Third-octave-band level difference in dB between measured and predicted validation
velocity for modified on-board validation.
Centre frequency
in Hz
Compo-

50

63

80

100

125

160

200

250

315

400

500

630

800 1000

nents included
in prediction of Fbl

External point on coupling joint
z

0,8

-1,0

-4,2

2,9

0,4

-1,4

3,0

0,4

xyz

11,5 10,1

6,3

4,1

2,6

2,2

0,8

2,0

xyz3

3,6

-1,6

0,1

-1,3

3,2

2,2

0,5

-0,5

External point near mounting
z
xyz
xyz

3

2,0

-6,2

-4,6

7,5

2,7

1,5

4,4

1,5

-2,4

0,7

1,8

-0,6

-0,6

-2,2

5,4

6,5

6,9

3,4

3,1

2,0

4,4

3,0

-1,1

2,0

4,8

1,3

0,6

2,1

6,4

1,2

1,0

7,4

2,0

6,7

7,3

2,5

-1,2

2,3

1,1

-3,6

-1,1

-1,2

4.1.4 Feasibility and applicability of in-situ blocked force measurement at train-level
This section discusses feasibility and applicability of direct in-situ blocked force measurement
under realistic, non-laboratory measurement conditions. A focus is on application at train level.
Generally, direct in-situ measurement of blocked forces is feasible for typical rail vehicle
structure-borne sound sources. Non-rigid mounting elements need to be assigned to either source
or receiver side. If they are assigned as part of the source, the blocked forces are not transferable
when the mounting elements are modified. Limitations to feasibility may occur regarding space
on coupling points and accessibility of coupling points, especially when the source is mounted on
the train.
Accessibility of coupling points: When a source is mounted on a train, the coupling points may
not be accessible for hammer (or shaker) excitation in all relevant directions. For example, in
order to excite the HVAC-unit coupling points in all translational directions, some parts of
equipment located close by had to be removed. Especially in x and y direction it may be difficult
to find a flat area to apply hammer blows.
Space on coupling points: There needs to be sufficient space on the coupling points to mount
accelerometers and apply hammer blows (or fix a shaker) next or opposite to each sensor. If a
hammer is used for excitation this may limit the frequency range. To excite lower frequencies
bigger hammers are needed. Space needed depends very much on the number and type of dofs to
be included. Translational velocities can be measured with one accelerometer. The measurement
of angular velocities and corresponding mobilities requires a pair of accelerometers per rotational
dof (see (Elliot, et al., 2012)). Furthermore, a minimum distance has to be kept between the
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sensors of a pair to measure angular velocities. In conclusion, there may be a number of typical
rail vehicle sources, where direct in-situ blocked force measurement is not possible for all dofs.
Source operation: If the in-situ method is to be applied at train level, two facts may limit its
applicability. Firstly, it is essential that specific operation conditions can be set. Secondly, all
other sources that have a relevant contribution to the vibration at the coupling points need to be
turned off. For some sources, like traction motor, that could be problematic and a test-bench is
needed.
4.1.5 Conclusions
Direct in-situ source characterisation was investigated for an HVAC-unit mounted on a tram roof.
It was found that the method worked reasonably well even under these non-ideal measurement
conditions. Validation velocities were mostly predicted within +/- 3 dB per third-octave band. It
was shown that blocked forces measured in-situ could be transferred to a modified receiver.
Feasibility and applicability was analysed with focus on application at train level. It can be
concluded that in-situ measurement of blocked forces is feasible for typical structure-borne sound
sources mounted on rail vehicles. Non-rigid mounts may be assigned to either part of the source
or receiver. In practice, direct in-situ blocked force measurement may be limited by accessibility
of the coupling points. In theory, all degrees of freedom should be measured (six per coupling
point) to get the best results. In practice, measurement of all dofs may be limited due to limited
space on the coupling points to mount sensors and excite. Measurement effort increases the more
dofs are included. Especially the coupled mobility matrix increases. If there is low coupling
between some of the dofs, coherence is likely to be low and may lead to erroneous results.
Therefore, it is recommended to measure a minimum number of dofs that still leads to reasonably
accurate results. This is very likely to differ for typical rail vehicle structure-borne sound sources
and needs further research.
There are different methods for experimental, independent structure-borne sound source
characterisation. It depends on the source and testing facility, which of these is most practical. If
a source can be operated while suspended or on very soft mountings, then direct free velocity
measurement requires least effort. If a testing facility is equipped with a blocked force test-bench
with built in sensors, then blocked force measurement is most practical. In cases where free
velocity measurement is not feasible and no blocked force test-bench exists, in-situ blocked force
measurement can be used. In-situ blocked force measurement is generally applicable for all rail
vehicle structure-borne sound sources and requires no special test bench. The blocked force may
be determined at a supplier when the source is mounted on a test stand or directly at the train.
Care has to be taken to ensure accessibility of the contact points for accelerometer mounting and
hammer excitation in all relevant dofs. This may limit the applicability of the method especially
at train-level.
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4.2 Airborne source and sub-assembly characterisation using
selected measurement methods
In DESTINATE task 4.3 it is aimed to apply and verify experimental source characterisation methods
at train-level. Acoustic camera and sound intensity measurements inside a tram were carried out
by a research group from Poznan University of Technology (Poland). There are a few aims of this
research. Firstly, sound powers of selected interior sound sources were examined. Comparison of
the acoustic camera measurement with sound intensity measurement was made, extracting
dependencies in the sound power spectra of the selected sound sources (especially HVAC system)
during standstill. Secondly, potential interior spots of air-borne sound transmission were localised
using acoustic camera measurements during different traffic scenarios. It is useful to identify spots
where sensors should be mounted for future OTPA preliminary measurements. Additionally, an
investigation of varying track impact on interior sound was carried out. Note that the objectives
indicated above do not include the assessment of the noise levels against related standards.
4.2.1 Research methodology
Experimental research consisted of two types of measurements. Measurements realised by the
sound intensity probe and acoustic camera were carried out in tramway standstill conditions, when
only the HVAC system was switched on (4.2.2). Then, acoustic camera measurements were made
during tramway passages (4.2.3 and 4.2.4), under different traffic scenarios: straight track,
bridge, viaduct, tunnel and curve. These scenarios will result in different types of rolling noise,
which means different interior acoustic signatures. The tramway speed was constant at 50 km/h.
Acoustic camera and sound intensity probe
The acoustic camera, which was used in the experimental measurements, is shown in Figure 42.
Main technical parameters are listed in Table 24. The main advantage of using this kind of device
is to determine the sound power level (also in different frequencies) of the indicated spot.
Beamforming mode (with mounted reflective plate on the array) was mainly used to measure
acoustic signals. It is used when the distance between array and source is greater than 0.4 m.
Measurement signals are A-weighted and analysed in 140-6400 Hz frequency range.
Acoustic camera measurements were made by means of two different methods. The first is called
the sweep method where the acoustic camera is swept around the interior of tramway during each
drive. It is a good method for searching for potential spots of air-borne sound transmission.
However, it is difficult to make a comparison and investigation of different track impact on interior
noise. Thus, a second measurement method was used where the acoustic camera was mounted in
one measurement position, covering the most important spots of sound transmission. The sound
intensity probe is shown in Figure 42. This type of device can be useful only in standstill condition.
It consists of two Brüel & Kjær microphones type 4181 mounted opposite each other and the spacer
between them is equal to 12 mm. The scanning method was used to measure the sound intensity
of sources. Then, the sound power levels in function of frequency were calculated using main
assumptions described in the ISO 9614-2 (ISO 9614-2 , 1996) standard.
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Figure 42. Acoustic camera type 9712-W-FEN (on the left side) and sound intensity probe type
3584 (on the right) which were used in experimental research.

Table 24. Main technical parameters of the acoustic camera
Array type

Hand-held array type WA-1764-W-001

Number of channels

30

Physical diameter [m]

0.35

Frequency range [Hz]

140 – 12000

Type of microphones

4959

Type of modes

SONACH (for near field measurements)
Beamforming (for far field measurements)
Frame rate: 15 per second

Camera parameters

Pixels: 1280 x 1040
Angle of view: 76°
Narrow band: 1/1-, 1/3-, 1/12-octave

Measurements and analysis

Acoustic weighting: linear, A, C
Time constraint: 1/8 s, 1 s, 8 s
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Research object
A Tramino Solaris S105p tramway was selected as research object (see Figure 43), as a typical
modern light rail vehicle with 100% low-floor, which commonly operates in many European cities.
Main technical data about this vehicle are shown in Figure 43. It is important to point out that the
selected vehicle was in good technical condition.

Figure 43. Tramino Solaris S105p tramway and its main technical parameters
Application of sound intensity measurement method
Using a sound intensity probe is one of the existing methods for sound power level determination
of air-borne sound sources. The ISO standard 9614-2 (ISO 9614-2 , 1996) describes this
measurement method in detail. On the other hand, there are no official standards or procedures
for determination of the sound power levels of air-borne sound sources using acoustic camera.
The main aim of the investigation was to compare results from the two different measurement
methods and point out main advantages and drawbacks of these two methods.
Three measurement cases are shown below: rattle noise of the ceiling panel under working HVAC
system (Figure 44), air conditioning in the driver’s cabin (Figure 45) and in the passenger space
(Figure 46). Each figure shows different sound pressure levels (SPL). The selection of frequency
band was made based on the highest SPL. Sound power levels were calculated based on measured
SPL on each indicated surface and the relationship between each matrix microphone (the BK
Connect Array Analysis Type 8430 software was used for calculation). Thus, the sound power levels
were variable in time domain. The calculated difference was only about 2 dB(A) (see Table 25)
because HVAC system sound has a stationary character. Several measurement series were carried
out using acoustic camera and sound intensity probe to average the results and get rid of any
disruptions. Total sound power levels calculated by SPL measured by acoustic camera and sound
intensity probe are compared in Table 25.
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Figure 44. Sound pressure levels in 440-1000 Hz frequency range of the ceiling panel under
working HVAC system measured by the acoustic camera.

Figure 45. Sound pressure levels in 330-530 Hz frequency range of the air conditioning in driver’s
cabin measured by the acoustic camera.
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Figure 46. Sound pressure levels in 540-750 Hz frequency range of the air conditioning in
passangers space measured by the acoustic camera.

Table 25. Comparison of the total sound power levels LW measured by two different methods.
LW Total Sound Power Level [dB(A)/1p W]
Calculated using acoustic
camera

Calculated using sound
intensity probe based on ISO
9614-2 (ISO 9614-2 , 1996)

Ceiling panel noise under
HVAC system working

59.0 (± 1)

60.9

Air conditioning noise in
driver’s cabin

50.4 (± 1)

50.4

Air conditioning noise in
passenger space*

54.7 (± 1)

49.8

In the first two examples the results are nearly the same. Only in the last case (marked with an
asterisk) the sound power levels are different by 5 dB(A). The reason for this might be the different
area of the measurement surfaces, because air conditioning vents are placed along the entire
vehicle and it was hard to measure the same area using acoustic camera and sound intensity probe.
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Sound power levels [dB(A)/1p W]

In Figure 47 the third-octave band sound power levels calculated from the two procedures are
shown. Only between 400-800 Hz frequency 1/3 octave bands they are similar. These frequency
bands contain the main components of sound emitted by the HVAC system. It is a typical sound
character for an air conditioning sound. Although other frequency bands differ, the overall sound
power level calculated by both methods is similar. The main reason why there are significant
differences in other frequency bands may be that two completely different methods/procedures
were used to spectrum calculation. The sound power spectrum was determined between 50-6300
Hz 1/3 frequency bands, in case of the sound intensity calculation method. While, the sound power
spectrum calculated using acoustic camera, was determined between 315-5000 Hz 1/3 frequency
bands.
50
45
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20
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Acoustic camera results

315

400

500

Sound intensity probe results

630 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000
Selected frequency third-octave bands [Hz]

Figure 47. Sound power spectra comparison calculated by two different methods (the selected
example of air conditioning noise in driver’s cabin).
The acoustic camera measurement and sound power determination was much easier and faster
than using sound intensity probe and ISO 9614-2 procedure requirements. Results from acoustic
camera seem to be more accurate and better reproducible. Acoustic camera measurements in
standstill conditions with working HVAC system can be helpful in seeking for rattle noise emitted
by loose parts in the vehicle interior, e.g. ceiling panels, doors or air conditioning covers, which
is shown in Figure 48. In addition, the acoustic camera results allow for fast localisation of the
faults, which emit undesirable sound. Acoustic camera measurements could be useful in quality
control, before the homologation research process or delivery of rolling stock to customer.
On the other hand, while using sound intensity device, a proper distance and direction between
probe and source have to be preserved. In addition, measurement surface has to be divided into
smaller areas to gain more accurate results, which extends the measurement time. However, one
significant disadvantage of using acoustic camera by rail vehicle manufacturers, managers or
suppliers is the high price of this type of measurement device.
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Figure 48. Example of the sound source identification: rattle noise emitted by doors and air
conditioning covers.
Interior spots localisation of air-borne sound transmission
In this section, the interior air-borne sound transmission spots are pointed out using acoustic
camera measurements during tramway pass-by on a straight new track, at a constant speed of
50 km/h. The acoustic camera turned out to be a suitable device to identify sound sources in the
frequency domain in real time. The figures below show selected screenshots from measurements
where the interior spots can be observed. On each figure, the sound pressure map with sound
power and sound pressure spectrum are shown. In addition, the time and total sound power levels
are presented.
The first main sound transmission area is the floor over the first bogie and articulation section
between two carbodies (Figure 49). The highest sound pressure level is observed in 650-800 Hz
frequency band. The total sound power level is equal to 75 dB(A) whereas the sound power level
in selected range (between 650-800 Hz; marked by blue colour) is equal to 70 dB(A).
The second example is shown in Figure 50, where air-borne sound in 1100-1300 Hz frequency band
is transferred via the articulation section between two carbodies. Sound power levels in this range
are much lower than those described in the first example. Based on the research, it can be stated
that air-borne sound transmitted via articulations occurs in medium and higher frequency bands
(above approximately 1.1 kHz). Thus, it is very important to take more care in the proper sound
isolation of those sections in the vehicle design process.
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Figure 49. Sound pressure map of tramway floor over the first bogie and articulation section in
650-800 Hz frequency band.

Figure 50. Sound pressure map of tramway articulations in 1100-1300 Hz frequency band.
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In the last example (Figure 51), three selected screenshots from one of the measurements are
shown. The measurement time and total sound power level are the same. Only the frequency
range was changed. Thus, the three highest sound power and pressure levels transferred via
different interior spots can be shown. In the first case (Figure 51-a), the seat back above the
second axle is the air-borne sound transmission spot. The sound power level from this frequency
range is equal to 67.9 dB(A). In the second case (Figure 51-b), the highest SPLs are transmitted
via vehicle floor. It is similar to SPL frequency range from the first research example, shown in
Figure 49. The sound power level from this spot and frequency range is the highest and is equal to
71 dB(A). In the last case (Figure 51-c) the seat placed above the first axle and window transferred
sound.
Wheel-rail noise and traction noise (motors, gears, etc.) are the main sound sources in this
scenario. As an effect, we can observe the air-borne sound propagation through such subassemblies as floor, walls, seats, windows or articulations. As a result of this study, it can be
concluded that various elements may have different acoustic signature, which sometimes overlaps
with each other. Thanks to acoustic camera measurements, these potential spots can be
identified. Rail vehicle managers or manufacturers are able to characterise them, knowing
frequency bands, sound pressure and power levels. However, this type of experimental study
should be preceded by a few preliminary measurements to be able to accurately point out the
potential places of interest and measurement methods (the sweeping method or placing acoustic
camera at representative points). Another aspect is the measurement analysis, which can take
more time than data recording. Nevertheless, it can be a good opportunity to make further
vibroacoustic measurements (using conventional transducers and microphones) and to know
exactly where the measurement sensors should be mounted.
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Figure 51. Sound pressure maps in three different frequency ranges: a. 380-620 Hz, b.620-870 Hz
and c. 870-1100 Hz.
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Different traffic scenarios impact on the interior air-borne sound
The main aim of this section is to show differences between measured acoustic signatures on two
different tracks and selected traffic scenarios. First track is newly built and it can be treated as a
reference track. Second track is in operation for several years and it is treated as an old one,
however it is still in good technical condition. Also different traffic scenarios (pass-by tunnel, two
types of bridge construction and curve) were selected for this research. There is no need to use
an acoustic camera to carry out this kind of investigation, however, it can be useful in the case of
results visualisation.
The acoustic signals (used in this case study analysis) were recorded by one of the acoustic camera
microphones (No. 1 from all matrix microphones). The microphone was located between two
carbodies, on the height of 1.2 m from the floor. Acoustic signature spectra comparison between
the old and new track is shown in Figure 52. There is significant difference in SPL (nearly 2-5 dB(A))
between 150-250 Hz, 300-420 Hz, 750-2200 Hz and 2600-3200 Hz frequency bands. Also equivalent
SPL of the old track (77.6 dB(A)) is higher by 2 dB(A) than equivalent SPL calculated for the new
track (75.7 dB(A)).
The old track is composed of rail type 49E1, mounted on pre-stressed concrete sleepers (PS-83)
with fixing system type SB-3. The ballasting level on this track is up to the rail head. The new
track was built in the end of June 2018 and its construction is similar as the old one. Only the
ballasting level is lower (app. 30 cm, up to the sleepers layer), and there is no additional geotextile
layer under the old track. Acoustic rail roughness measurements were not conducted. However,
the old track was slightly more corrugated than the new track, which could be noticed by visual
inspection.

Figure 52. The SPL spectra comparison measured on the new track (red line) and the old track
(blue line).
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The acoustic climate inside the vehicle is higher while it passes through the old track mainly due
to different rail surface condition and longer operation time. The overall acoustic difference could
be noticeable for passengers.
Comparison of the SPL spectra calculated from the recordings of four different traffic scenarios
(bridge, tunnel, viaduct and reference pass-by) is shown in Figure 53. The reference signal is the
same as the one in Figure 52, referenced as a new track (marked by red line). It is characterised
by the lowest SPL spectrum. The bridge and tunnel SPL spectra are similar with the main difference
in low frequency range (under 440 Hz), where air-borne sound during tunnel pass was higher. The
viaduct signal is characterised by the highest SPL spectrum. Waveforms of the presented signals
are very similar in certain frequency ranges. This proves that the experiment was carried out well
while maintaining the research methodology parameters, ie the same driving speed, track line
(except for passing through the tunnel), tramway and measurement conditions.

Figure 53. The SPL spectra comparison calculated from different traffic scenarios
The main differences in SPL spectra occurred below 1 kHz. The equivalent SPL’s (LeqA) calculated
based on SPL spectra are shown in Table 26. There is a significant difference (nearly 14 dB(A))
between the reference and the viaduct equivalent SPL. In the other two examples, the equivalent
SPL is nearly the same, so it can be concluded that overall acoustic climate increases in the same
way while passing the tunnel and this type of bridge construction. Nevertheless it is still higher by
3 dB(A) than in normal tramway operation, passing through a track in good technical condition.
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Table 26. Comparison of equivalent SPL (LeqA) of different traffic scenarios
LeqA Equivalent Sound Pressure Level [dB(A)/1µ
Pa]
Reference pass-by

75.7

Bridge pass-by

79.0

Tunnel pass-by

79.3

Viaduct pass-by

89.5

Difference between the bridge and viaduct equivalent SPL is also high (app. 10 dB(A)). Both
constructions are located on the same tramline (the distance between them is equal to 800 m),
composed of the same rail type – 49E1 and covered by concrete slab (40 cm of thickness). The
track constructions are similar, only the material used to build the suspended constructions is
different. The viaduct is made from 136 steel beams while the bridge is mostly built of pre-stressed
concrete slabs. It might have an influence on overall sound generation.
The impact noise during curve passage (the curve is part of rail crossovers and the curve radius is
equal to 25 m) is the last example of different air-borne sound measured inside the tramway. This
kind of sound is characterised by sudden SPL increase in wideband frequency. However, based on
the experimental measurements, it was noticed that the highest SPL values occurred between
100-300 Hz and 600-1000 Hz frequency bands. Squealing or flanging noise were not observed in
this study.
4.2.5 Summary
Based on presented experimental research the main conclusion can be formulated as follows:
1. The acoustic camera measurements are a faster and a simple way to determine sound
power levels than using the sound intensity probe and ISO 9614-2 (ISO 9614-2 , 1996)
procedure. The sound power level calculation results using these two different
methodologies are similar in the investigated cases. There are more potential steps where
user can make a mistake during sound intensity measurements. Thus, acoustic camera
results seem to be more accurate and better reproducible. In principal, acoustic camera
measurements can be used to determine the sound power of other railway related sound
sources like traction equipment. Furthermore, it can be a useful device for rattle noise
seeking. However, the purchase price of acoustic camera device and software might be too
expensive for rail vehicle manufacturers, managers or suppliers.
2. Interior spots localisation of air-borne sound during rail vehicle pass-by is possible by using
acoustic camera measurements. It is worth carrying out this kind of investigation as
preliminary measurement to identify spots where sensors should be mounted, e.g. for the
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OTPA measurements. Furthermore, the acoustic camera is a user-friendly device for sound
source identification in the frequency domain and in real time. Knowledge about particular
acoustic signature (sound power and pressure spectra in time) allows to take the right steps
for sound reduction.
3. Technical condition and quality of rail infrastructure construction is crucial for interior airborne sound. Differences in SPL spectra between several various traffic scenarios (passing
by bridge, viaduct, tunnel, curve and two different types of track) are noticed, especially
below 1 kHz. Passing through suspended constructions or a tunnel causes an increase in the
amplitudes SPL in the full frequency spectrum. Overall interior acoustic climate may differ
even more than 10 dB(A), which is significant in terms of passenger travel comfort.
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Annex 1 Appraisal pilot results
A pilot enquiry was carried out between 10 and 26 July 2018, in a range of 14 different NS train
types. Roughly, ¾ were interregional trains, and ¼ intercity trains. Over a time span of a few
days, a total of approximately 180 passengers were interviewed in the train, during their trip on
the NS network.
The location of the interviews is indicated in the following graph.

Figure 54. Location of sound appraisal interviews on the train
Both intercity and regional trains were used. The passengers were requested to indicate, using a
PC tablet, their appraisal of the soundscape in the train. The appraisal concentrated on the
qualifications boring, lively, calm and chaotic. Pleasantness and calm/chaotic are strongly
correlated (C=0.83). The average rating of the sound grade (“sound quality”) is 6.8 out of 10.
The judgement of the passenger is affected by the distinction between foreground sound
(receiving more attention) and background sound (receiving less attention).
A further and deeper analysis of the signals is producing further findings, such as
•

Clear differences between the ratings of different train types,

•

Distinction between the sound created by passengers (generally speech) and sound created
by the train itself.

•

Alarming sounds, including door closing warning signals, are perceived as unpleasant.
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Figure 55. Selected results of the collected qualifications (yellow: lively, green: calm, blue:
boring, red: chaotic).
During the time that passengers were busy filling out the questionnaire on the tablet, a recording
of the sound in the train (at the passenger’s seat) was made. All recording were collected in the
laboratory of Sound Appraisal, were they were analysed. This produced some interesting and highly
relevant findings, for example
•

The A-weighted sound pressure could explain the appraisal only very partially. The
correlation between the passenger’s judgement of the acoustic comfort and the sound
pressure level at his seat was poor.

•

The perception indicators, viz. pleasantness, eventfulness, chaotic vs. calm, had a much
better correlation to the appraisal than the sound pressure level, whereas boring vs. lively
did not show such good correlation.

•

As can be seen from figure 18 above, the qualification “calm” had a high response in
general.

The results of this first pilot also bring us to recommendations for the set-up of this type of
passenger survey:
1. A certain time should be reserved to observe and perceive the sound in the train before
one starts to fill out the questionnaire.
2. It would be advantageous if one could identify and mark the “mood” the particular
passenger is in, as a consequence of the section of trip he or she has made already, as it
appears that the mood strongly influences the perception of the quality of sound.
3. For speech, the reverberation radius is a relevant parameter. This parameter assesses the
distance to the listener from a position where the direct sound and the reverberant sound
have the same intensity.
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With these and other recommendations, a second pilot could have a significantly improved set-up
and therefore more reliable results.
Finally, a first - and very preliminary - list of recommendations for train design could be derived
from this pilot with its limited scope, viz.
a. Speech and train noise should be distinguished and both be considered in the design phase.
b. It should be prevented that people talk louder because they want to be louder than the
other people (the so-called Lombard effect). This can be achieved particularly by reducing
the reverberation radius, i.e. by adding sound absorption in the main frequency range of
human speech (500-2000 Hz).
c. Train noise may be audible as it is a comforting sort of background sound. But it should not
be louder than foreground noise. So, a dB(A) based target might be useful after all.
d. Once on the train, alarming sounds shall be avoided.
e. Complex sound is rated negatively whereas simple and easy to recognise sound is
comforting and reliable.
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